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Abstract

This thesis aims at a deeper understanding of committed climate change and the climate

response in mitigation scenarios. Focusing on selected key aspects of climate change cli-

mate models are employed to study global mean changes as well as regional changes of

different subsystems.

Therefore, a fully-coupled ocean atmosphere general circulation model is employed simu-

lating climate change under increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and stabi-

lization of GHG concentrations thereafter. Additionally, an ensemble of ocean-atmosphere

general circulation models and Earth system models is analyzed under a mitigation sce-

nario that is consistent with the target of limiting global mean temperature change to

2◦C relative to the pre-industrial era. To identify the portion of climate change that can

be avoided, simulations of the mitigation scenario are compared to a business-as-usual

scenario.

This thesis shows that the 2◦C target — commonly assumed for example by policy makers

to be suitable to prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system —

alone will not be sufficient to avoid all adverse impacts of climate change. This applies to

the global scale, with the effect of mitigation on the hydrological cycle being weaker than

the effect on surface temperature. It also applies to the regional scale in very sensitive

regions. While some adverse effects such as excessive melting of Arctic summer sea ice

resulting in a nearly ice free Arctic can be avoided, other aspects such as a strong reduc-

tion in the extent of Taiga and Tundra may evolve even under strong mitigation efforts.

Furthermore, climate commitment plays an important role for the temporal evolution

during the 21st century (e.g., temperature increases despite of decreasing GHG emissions)

and beyond the scenario period (e.g., sea level rise).
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Zusammenfassung

Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, ein tieferes Verständnis für Klima-Commitment — d.h. eine

in der Vergangenheit oder rezent verursachte Klimaänderung, die in der Zukunft eintreffen

wird — und Klimaänderungungen in Mitigationsszenarien zu erlangen. Es werden Kli-

mamodelle verwendet, um sowohl globale als auch regionale Änderungen in den verschiede-

nen Subsystemen zu untersuchen, wobei der Fokus auf ausgewählten Schlüsselaspekten

liegt.

Ein vollgekoppeltes Ozean-Atmosphäre-Allgemeine-Zirkulations-Modell wird verwendet,

um Klimaänderungen unter ansteigenden Treibhausgaskonzentrationen und anschließen-

der Stabilisierung dieser Konzentration zu simulieren. Darüber hinaus wird ein Ensemble

von gekoppelten Klimamodellen sowie Erdsystemmodellen in einem Szenario analysiert,

das konsistent ist mit dem Ziel, eine Änderung der globalen Mitteltemperatur von nicht

mehr als 2◦C verglichen mit der vorindustriellen Periode zu erreichen. Um den Anteil der

Klimaänderungen zu identifizieren, der vermieden werden kann, werden Simulationen des

Mitigationsszenarios mit Simulationen eines ”Weiter-so-wie-bisher” Szenarios verglichen.

Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass das 2◦C-Ziel — gemeinhin insbesondere von politischen Entschei-

dungsträgern für geeignet erachtet, gefährliche anthropogene Eingriffe in das Klimasystem

zu verhindern — allein nicht ausreichen wird, alle ungewollten Folgen des Klimawandels

zu vermeiden. Dies betrifft die globale Skala, da der Einfluss von Mitigationsmaßnahmen

auf den hydrologischen Zyklus geringer ist als auf die bodennahe Temperatur. Es betrifft

aber auch die regionale Skala in besonders sensitiven Regionen. Einige ungewollte Effekte,

wie das exzessive Schmelzen arktischen Meereises im Sommer und somit eine nahezu eis-

freie Arktis, können vermieden werden. Andere Prozesse, wie der starke Rückgang der

Fläche von Gebieten mit Taiga- und Tundravegetation, werden auch bei starken Mitigita-

tionsmaßnahmen voranschreiten. Darüber hinaus spielt Klima-Commitment eine wichtige

Rolle für den zeitlichen Verlauf von Klimaänderungen während des 21. Jahrhunderts (zum

Beispiel steigt die Temperatur auch unter sinkenden Treibhausgasemissionen weiter an)

und über diesen Zeitraum hinaus (zum Beispiel mit einem anhaltenden Meeresspiege-

lanstieg).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Article 2 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

states that the ultimate objective is the stabilization of greenhouse gas (GHG) concen-

trations in the atmosphere at a level that ’would prevent dangerous anthropogenic in-

terference with the climate system’ (UNFCCC, 1992). While the definition of dangerous

anthropogenic interference with the climate system is debated, the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) presented five reasons for concern, widely known as

”burning embers diagram” (IPCC, 2001). These are: risks to unique and threatened sys-

tems, risks from extreme climate events, distribution of impacts, aggregate impacts and

risks from future large-scale discontinuities. Based on these reasons for concern and their

relationship to global mean near surface temperature rise, it is now widely accepted that

global mean warming needs to be limited to 2◦C or less compared to the pre-industrial

era (as recognized in the Cancun Agreements and the Copenhagen Accord) to avoid dan-

gerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.

Observations reveal atmospheric and oceanic warming, an increase in atmospheric

GHG concentrations, acidification of the world’s oceans (Hartmann et al., 2013; Rhein

et al., 2013), a decrease in the amounts of snow and ice (Vaughan et al., 2013) and rising

sea levels (Church et al., 2013). The dominant cause of the observed warming since the

mid-20th century can be attributed to the human influence (Bindoff et al., 2013).

Climate models provide an important tool for scientists to gain a better under-

standing of relevant key processes for past, current and future climate change and its

variability. Since the 1960s models initially developed for weather forecasts are adapted

as climate models and have become increasingly comprehensive in terms of processes that

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

are incorporated. State of the art climate models (some further developed to Earth sys-

tem models) include stratospheric dynamics, atmospheric chemistry and the carbon cycle.

Model simulations show that increases of GHG concentrations lead to a positive

radiative forcing of the climate system and thus to an increase of surface temperatures

and rising sea levels (e.g., Collins et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2007). Additionally, climate

change commitment, a delayed response of the climate system that will be realized even

if GHG concentrations are stabilized (e.g., Collins et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2005; Meehl

et al., 2005, 2006; Wigley, 2005), needs to be taken into account, when providing guid-

ance on future GHG emissions consistent with temperature targets such as the 2◦C goal.

Therefore, stabilization scenarios are designed that provide the means to gain a better

understanding of both, fast adjustments to radiative forcing, e.g., surface warming and

melting of sea ice, and the climate change commitment, e.g., warming of the deep ocean,

adjustment of the oceanic circulation and sea level rise from thermal expansion.

1.2 State of Knowledge

1.2.1 Climate Change Commitment and Stabilization Scenarios

When the GHG concentrations increase, they induce a radiative forcing, i.e. a change in

the net radiative flux at top of the atmosphere, and the climate system warms. However,

due to the large thermal reservoir of the ocean and slow processes in the cryosphere and

land surfaces, the full surface response is not realized during the time of the radiative

forcing. Instead, warming also includes a portion that will be realized after the radia-

tive forcing is stabilized, for example when GHG concentrations stabilize. Moreover, the

different subsystems of the climate system involve different response times. With the

atmosphere reacting to stabilization of GHG concentrations within a few years and the

upper ocean adjusting on a time-scale of several decades, the deep ocean and ice-sheets

involve longer response times up to millennia (e.g., Church et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013).

The portion of unrealized warming as well as other unrealized adjustments in the climate

system, for example in the hydrological cycle, is referred to as climate change commitment

(Wigley, 2005).

Climate change commitment has been investigated since the early 1980s (Bryan

et al., 1982; Hansen et al., 1984, 1985; Mitchell et al., 2000; Schlesinger, 1986; Siegen-

thaler and Oeschger, 1984; Wetherald et al., 2001). Since then, model studies with simple
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climate models were conducted to assess the portion of committed warming compared to

the portion of realized warming (e.g., Hansen et al., 1984; Wigley and Raper, 1993). Al-

though vegetation changes and melting of glaciers and ice sheets also continue after GHG

concentrations have stabilized, the portion of the realized warming and the response time

of the climate system depends mainly on the climate sensitivity, oceanic heat uptake and

the strength of climate feedbacks.

The main tool to analyze climate commitment are climate model simulations under

stabilization scenarios. In these scenarios the radiative forcing due to GHG concentra-

tions first increases and is then assumed to stay constant. Several different GHG pathways

have been employed before stabilization of the radiative forcing, which are used to analyze

the relationship between climate commitment and the GHG concentration evolution be-

fore stabilization. For example, in idealized experiments a transient increase of the CO2

concentrations of one percent per year is used until doubling or quadrupling of the con-

centrations before stabilization (e.g., Cubasch et al., 2001; Manabe and Stouffer, 1994;

Voss and Mikolajewicz, 2001; Wetherald et al., 2001). In more realistic scenarios first

GHG concentrations are employed according to socio-economic assumptions such as the

scenarios of the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) of the IPCC (Nakicenovic

et al., 2000). To analyze climate commitment in these scenarios the concentrations are

stabilized either in the year 2000 (e.g., Wigley, 2005), usually referred to as COMMIT

experiment, or in the year 2100 to analyze climate commitment beyond the 21st century

(e.g., Meehl et al., 2007, 2005, 2006). Most recently, representative concentration path-

ways (RCPs) (Taylor et al., 2009; van Vuuren et al., 2011) for the 21st century have been

employed, which assume an increase in the radiative forcing until a certain level such as

4.5 W/m2 before stabilization and are then continued under stabilized forcing, referred

to as extended concentration pathways (Meinshausen et al., 2011).

Models with a higher climate sensitivity simulate a lower portion of realized change

and a longer response time than models with a lower climate sensitivity (Knutti et al.,

2005; Raper et al., 2002; Stouffer et al., 2006). This is due to a relationship between a

model’s climate sensitivity and the efficiency of oceanic heat uptake. The oceanic heat

uptake provides a negative feedback (Dufresne and Bony, 2008; Gregory and Forster,

2008; Raper et al., 2002). While the climate sensitivity of the models is known from

experiments, the nature of the oceanic heat uptake is less clear. The role of oceanic heat

uptake has been assessed comparing results of a coupled atmosphere ocean model with a

mixed layer ocean only to results using the same model but including a model of the full

ocean (atmosphere ocean general circulation model (AOGCM)), i.e. including the deeper
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layers (Wetherald et al., 2001). The comparison shows that the AOGCM approaches the

equilibrium less quickly than the mixed layer ocean model. Note that the portion of un-

realized warming is not constant in time but varies with past and current radiative forcing.

In addition to committed near surface warming, sea level rise is an important aspect

of committed climate change. Oceanic heat uptake leads to sea level rise due to thermal

expansion. Thermal expansion, and thus global mean sea level change, does not only de-

pend on the oceanic heat uptake itself but also on the expansion efficiency of heat (Russell

et al., 2000), i.e. how oceanic heat uptake is translated into the thermal expansion. Since

the expansion efficiency of water increases with temperature, salinity and pressure, its

global mean value also depends on the region and depth of the heat uptake in the ocean.

Therefore, analyses of the spatial patterns of ocean heat uptake are needed to gain a

better understanding of regional sea level change and consequently global mean sea level

change.

Several studies have focused on the spatial patterns of sea level changes and some of

them explore differences between different AOGCMs (e.g., Gregory, 2000; Gregory et al.,

2001; Landerer et al., 2007; Meehl et al., 2007; Pardaens et al., 2011). Common features

of the spatial structures of 21st century sea level rise are enhanced sea level rise in the

Arctic due to enhanced freshwater input and weaker sea level rise in the Southern Ocean.

Still, there are significant differences among the models that are insufficiently understood.

To explain the differences of the steric sea level rise anomalies at the surface, one has

to understand the vertical structure of the density anomalies that sum up to the anoma-

lies at the surface. Landerer et al. (2007) present differences in the vertical structure of

thermosteric and halosteric contributions for different ocean areas for the A1B scenario.

Likewise, Pardaens et al. (2011) have shown the zonal mean profiles of these contributions

for the Atlantic basin and find significant differences between the climate models in the

depth of the expanding layer. These differences are found to be related to differences in

the overturning circulation.

Another key aspect of climate change commitment is the change in the oceanic circu-

lation, since the heat transport by the ocean is an important factor for spatial patterns of

surface temperature and affects the atmospheric circulation and regional sea level change.

Ongoing oceanic density changes affect the oceanic circulation, for example the Atlantic

Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), which in turn influences density structures

and steric sea level expansion. Landerer et al. (2007) and Yin et al. (2009) have shown
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that regional sea level change in the North Atlantic is connected to changes in the oceanic

circulation. While simulations of scenarios for the 21st century with increasing GHG con-

centrations indicate a weakening of the AMOC, after stabilization of GHG concentrations

the AMOC starts to recover (Collins et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2007). However, some

models reveal a stabilization below the pre-industrial level.

In summary, there have been a number of studies focusing on climate commitment

in terms of the global mean temperature rise, global mean sea level rise and the relation-

ship of committed warming to the climate sensitivity. By contrast regional sea level rise

and the vertical structure of oceanic density changes are less well understood. Neither

the temporal development of the vertical structures of density changes that sum up to sea

level rise, nor their relation to different GHG concentration pathways, nor how these pat-

terns would change under stabilized GHG concentrations have been investigated. Further

understanding of the two components of steric expansion, i.e. thermosteric and halosteric

effects, are not only important for a better understanding of sea level rise itself but also

of circulation changes. Therefore, the decomposition of the two effects provides means to

explore the reasons for the different evolutions of the AMOC after stabilization simulated

by climate models.

1.2.2 Climate Response to Mitigation

While the IPCC 4th Assessment Report (AR4) gave a comprehensive overview of the un-

derstanding of climate change under a wide range of future scenarios, none of the SRES

scenarios included particular mitigation options that would limit warming to this target.

Moreover, due to climate commitment, scenarios need to be designed and analyzed, which

take into account that some portion of climate change will be realized after the radiative

forcing has stabilized. For this purpose Integrated Assessment Models (e.g., Clarke et al.,

2010; Edenhofer et al., 2010) and Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (e.g.,

Plattner et al., 2008; van Vuuren et al., 2007, 2008) have been used to explore various

mitigation scenarios. Based on these models that include a rather simple and less compre-

hensive representation of the climate system compared to state of the art climate models

and Earth system models some initial guidance can be provided. However, for a deeper

understanding of key aspects of climate change, climatic feedbacks, climate variability

and the related uncertainty, simulations employing more complex climate models need to

be analyzed.
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While there is a strong focus on global mean temperature change, the global hydro-

logical cycle will change as well. Moreover, the warming is not spatially homogeneous and

thus, in terms of regional adaptation strategies, the regional response and local feedback

processes and climate variability in mitigation scenarios compared to ”business-as-usual’

scenarios need to be understood. Thereby, not only temperature changes but for example

changes in the hydrological cycle and shifts of vegetation zones as well as sea ice changes

in the polar regions are of importance for adaptation strategies. Moreover, due to the

long response time of the deep ocean and the large portion of committed sea level rise,

the effect of mitigation on sea level rise is expected to be weaker than for other climate

parameters such as surface air temperature (e.g., Lowe et al., 2006; Meehl et al., 2012).

Simulations with the ECHAM5-MPIOM model have been performed in an idealized

experimental setup by prescribing well-mixed GHG concentrations of the year 2020 ac-

cording to the SRES A1B scenario onwards and rapidly relaxing the stratospheric ozone

concentrations and sulfate aerosol loading towards their year 2100 values according to

the SRES A1B scenario over the period 2020-2036 (May, 2008). In these simulations

global mean warming does not exceed 2◦C compared to the pre-industrial era. The future

climate changes associated with this stabilization resemble the typical features of other

climate scenarios, including the amplified Northern Hemisphere high latitude warming ac-

companied by a marked reduction of the sea-ice cover, which appears remarkably strong

with regard to the magnitude of global mean warming (May, 2008).

Employing the GISS ModelE Hansen et al. (2007) analyzed two scenarios: (1) the

”alternative” scenario proposed by Hansen and Sato (2004), that is designed to prevent

temperature rise above 1 K with respect to the temperatures of the year 2000 by keeping

the added forcing at about 1 W/m2 in 2000-2050 and 0.5 W/m2 in 2050-2100; (2) a ”2◦”

scenario with an CO2 peak at 560 ppm in 2100 and other GHGs following the SRES A1B

scenario. In their regional analysis of the Artic they find a clear distinction between a

”business-as-usual” scenario such as the SRES A1B scenario and the ”alternative” sce-

nario. They conclude, that positive feedbacks between the sea ice area and the surface

albedo may be minimized, if the forcing is kept small.

In a study employing the Community Climate System Model Washington et al.

(2009) analyze warming, sea level rise and Arctic sea ice changes in a mitigation scenario

(Clarke et al., 2007). They find significant reductions in global mean near surface temper-

ature increases, sea level rise and Arctic sea ice decreases compared to a scenario without

mitigation.
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In summary, a number of studies comparing ”business-as-usual” scenarios with mit-

igation scenarios have focused on global mean temperature change, global mean sea level

rise and Arctic sea ice changes. However, since most of these studies rely on simulations

with a single climate model, uncertainties in the projected effect of mitigation measures

and the understanding of the underlying processes related to these uncertainties are less

well explored. Moreover, other important aspects, such as the hydrological cycle and veg-

etation shifts, will affect regional adaptation to climate change, but are less well studied

than temperature changes and sea level rise.

1.3 Thesis Objective

Building up on the work presented in the previous sections, this thesis aims at a deeper

understanding of committed climate change and the climate response in mitigation sce-

narios. For this purpose, the thesis focuses on selected key aspects of climate change that

represent both, climatic feedbacks, relevant for the response time of the climate system,

and regional changes that are important in terms of adaptation strategies.

To gain a deeper understanding of key aspects of committed climate change, the

EGMAM model (Huebener et al., 2007) is employed to study oceanic heat uptake and

consequently sea level change in terms of its temporal evolution and response to stabi-

lization as well as its horizontal and vertical distribution. Therefore, the SRES scenarios

(Nakicenovic et al., 2000) are used with an extension under stabilized GHG concentra-

tions at their 2100 level. As regional sea level changes are related to oceanic circulation

changes, building up on the work of Landerer et al. (2007) and Yin et al. (2009), the

patterns of North Atlantic sea level changes and their connection to the response of the

AMOC to stabilized GHG concentrations are analyzed.

To study key aspects of climate change in mitigation scenarios the E1 scenario devel-

oped within the European Commission’s 6th Framework Program project ENSEMBLES

(Hewitt and Griggs, 2004) is analyzed. In contrast to the SRES scenarios and stabilization

afterwards, the E1 scenario includes an overshoot, i.e. GHG levels peak at 530 ppmv CO2-

equivalents in 2049 and then gradually decrease to stabilize at 450 ppmv CO2-equivalents

in the 22nd century. Thereby, the scenario takes into account that even under agressive

mitigation strategies GHG concentrations may increase to a level that, especially due to

climate change commitment, is not consistent with the 2◦C target. Therefore, the con-
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centrations need to decrease afterwards to a level that is consistent with such a target.

In addition to the EGMAM+ model results from a number of climate models and Earth

system models participating in an intermodel comparison as part of the ENSEMBLES

project are employed. Note that EGMAM+ is based on the EGMAM model, but also

includes an interactive aerosole transport model, changing land use and a time varying 3d

ozone field. The ENSEMBLES multimodel ensemble allows for a deeper understanding

of the processes involved in response to mitigation and stabilizing GHG concentrations.

Moreover, the multimodel ensemble represents an estimate of uncertainty — in terms of

the uncertainty of the processes that are included in these models — of climate change

consistent with the 2◦C target.

In an effort to give a comprehensive insight into climate change under mitigation

the analyses focus on selected aspects of several components of the climate system:

• representative of atmospheric processes global and regional temperature patterns as

well as the response of the hydrological cycle are investigated;

• representative of oceanic processes sea level rise is analyzed;

• representative of cryospheric processes sea ice changes are investigated and a brief

discussion of the surface mass balance the Greenland Ice Sheet is given;

• representative of processes in the biosphere shifts in potential vegetation zones are

analyzed.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The major findings are described in the following five chapters. Each chapter is prepared

as an article for publication in a scientific journal. The abstracts of these articles are

presented in the chapters and the full articles are found in the Appendix of this thesis.

Four have already been published; one is currently in revision. Thus, each article can

be read independently. Each of them contains an introduction and an overview of the

experimental set-up and the data employed for the analysis.

The contents of the papers are grouped into two research themes that differ from each

other in the climate change scenarios analyzed and in the models employed for the analysis.

The first research theme deals with the response of the climate system to stabilization of

GHG concentrations following a continuous increase of GHG concentrations during the
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21st century. For this purpose the AOGCM EGMAM is employed. In the following two

chapters findings on this research theme are presented.

• The near surface temperature change and steric sea level rise under increasing and

stabilized greenhouse gas concentrations is presented in Chapter 2. This chapter is

currently in revision1.

• Chapter 3 focuses on the evolution of the AMOC beyond stabilization of GHG con-

centrations by decomposing the North Atlantic steric sea level rise into its thermal

and haline contributions. This chapter has been published in Geophysical Research

Letters2.

In the second research theme simulations of the E1 scenario are compared to the

SRES A1B scenario in terms of some key aspects of the climate system; these are tem-

perature and precipitation changes, sea ice changes, sea level rise and shifts of vegetation

zones. The results on the second research theme are presented in Chapter 4 to Chapter

6.

• Chapter 4 gives a first overview on the results of the response of the climate system to

the E1 scenario compared to the SRES A1B scenario focusing on global temperature

and precipitation changes. This chapter has been published in Climate Dynamics3.

Although I am not the lead author of this article I provided substantial contributions

to it. I conducted all but one of the model simulations performed with EGMAM+

that are presented. Furthermore, I wrote parts of the temperature, precipitation

and concluding discussion section.

• As two further key parts of the climate system in Chapter 5 sea level rise and sea

ice changes in the E1 scenario compared to the SRES A1B scenario are analyzed.

This paper has been published in Climate Dynamics4.

1Körper J, Spangehl T, Cubasch U, Huebener H (2014) Surface warming and sea level rise under
increasing and stabilized greenhouse gas concentrations simulated in EGMAM.

2Körper J, Spangehl T, Cubasch U, Huebener H (2009) Decomposition of Projected Regional Sea
Level Rise in the North Atlantic and its Relation to the AMOC, Geophy. Res. Lett, 36, L19714,
doi:10.1029/2009GL039757

3Johns TC, Royer J-F, Höschel I, Huebener H, Roeckner E, Manzini E, May W, Dufresne J-L, Otter̊a
OH, van Vuuren DP, Salas y Melia D, Giorgetta MA, Denvil S, Yang S, Fogli PG, Körper J, Tjiputra
JF, Stehfest E, Hewitt CD (2011) Climate change under aggressive mitigation: The ENSEMBLES multi-
model experiment, Clim. Dyn.,37, doi:10.1007/s00382-11-1005-5

4Körper J, Höschel I, Lowe JA, Hewitt CD, Salas y Melia D, Roeckner E, Huebener H, Royer J-F,
Dufresne J-L, Pardaens A, Giorgetta MA, Sanderson MG, Otter̊a OH, Tjiputra JF, Denvil S (2013)
The effects of aggressive mitigation on steric sea level rise and sea ice changes, Clim. Dyn., 40,
doi:10.1007/s00382-012-1612-9
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• The terrestrial biosphere is especially vulnerable to climatic changes. Therefore,

simulated potential vegetation in the SRES A1B scenario and the E1 scenario are

compared in Chapter 6. This chapter has been published in Journal of Environ-

mental Protection5. Although I am not the lead author of this article I provided

substantial contributions to it. In addition to the conduction of the experiments

with EGMAM+ (see above), I analyzed the multi-model output with regard to

impacts on the potential vegetation and wrote substantial parts of the paper.

Finally, in Chapter 7 the main results and conclusions are summarized. A brief discussion

is given as well as an outlook on research that may be focused on in future work.

5Huebener H, Körper J (2013) Changes in Regional Potential Vegetation in Response to an Ambitious
Mitigation Scenario, Journal of Environmental Protection, 4, doi:10.4236/jep.2013.48A2003



Chapter 2

Climate Change under Increasing

and Stabilized Greenhouse Gas

Concentrations Simulated with a

Coupled

Ocean-Troposphere-Stratosphere

Model

Abstract A fully-coupled ocean-troposphere-stratosphere general circulation model is

employed to investigate the committed climate change, once the greenhouse gas (GHG)

concentrations have stabilized after an increase following different emission pathways. In

a first numerical experiment the GHG concentrations are fixed at year 2000 values at the

end of a transient simulation of the 20th century. This model experiment is then contin-

ued for 100 years. In two additional experiments the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) scenarios (A1B, B1) are prescribed up to the end of the 21st century.

Afterwards the greenhouse gas concentrations have been held constant at their respective

year 2100 values for the next 100 years.

Most of the temperature increase is realized during the 21st century, while the GHG con-

centrations increase. The rate of global mean surface temperature rise decreases once

the GHG concentrations become constant. The steric sea level continues to rise, however,

with decreasing rates when the GHG concentrations are stabilized. The large scale spatial

distribution of steric sea level rise at the sea surface during the stabilization period re-

sembles the patterns during the GHG concentration increase except for a less pronounced

13
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maximum sea level rise Northern Hemisphere high latitudes. The vertical patterns during

the stabilization display a shift of the layers of maximum expansion from near surface

to deeper oceanic depth. This shift develops earlier B1 scenario compared to the A1B

scenario, illustrating that once the increase of GHG concentrations weakens as for the

second half of the 21st century in the B1 scenario or the concentrations stabilize the heat

uptake penetrates into the deeper ocean layers with time.



Chapter 3

Decomposition of Projected Regional

Sea Level Rise in the North Atlantic

and its Relation to the AMOC

Abstract While it is well understood that thermal expansion dominates global mean

steric sea level rise, climate models show large differences in spatial patterns. This study

aims to decompose regional steric sea level rise in the North Atlantic into thermal and

saline effects in a fully coupled model. In contrast to other studies we focus on the

differences between two climate change scenarios and establish a link between the sea

level changes and the differences in the response of the overturning circulation. While

overturning is reduced in the phase of the greenhouse gas increase, differences between

the scenarios are not significant until the stabilization in the 22nd century. The influence

from thermosteric and halosteric contributions on the meridional density gradient is of

the same size during the increase of greenhouse gas concentrations. The haline effect

becomes prominent afterwards, reducing the meridional density gradient and preventing

the overturning from recovery.

15



Chapter 4

Climate Change under Aggressive

Mitigation: the ENSEMBLES

Multi-Model Experiment

Abstract We present results from multiple comprehensive models used to simulate

an aggressive mitigation scenario based on detailed results of an Integrated Assessment

Model. The experiment employs ten global climate and Earth System models (GCMs and

ESMs) and pioneers elements of the long-term experimental design for the forthcoming

5th Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change assessment. Atmospheric carbon-dioxide

concentrations pathways rather than carbon emissions are specified in all models, includ-

ing five ESMs that contain interactive carbon cycles. Specified forcings also include minor

greenhouse gas concentration pathways, ozone concentration, aerosols (via concentrations

or precursor emissions) and land use change (in five models). The new aggressive mit-

igation scenario (E1), constructed using an integrated assessment model (IMAGE 2.4)

with reduced fossil fuel use for energy production aimed at stabilizing global warming

below 2 K, is studied alongside the medium-high non-mitigation scenario SRES A1B.

Resulting twenty-first century global mean warming and precipitation changes for A1B

are broadly consistent with previous studies. In E1 twenty-first century global warming

remains below 2 K in most models, but global mean precipitation changes are higher than

in A1B up to 2065 and consistently higher per degree of warming. The spread in global

temperature and precipitation responses is partly attributable to inter-model variations

in aerosol loading and representations of aerosol-related radiative forcing effects. Our

study illustrates that the benefits of mitigation will not be realised in temperature terms

until several decades after emissions reductions begin, and may vary considerably between

regions. A subset of the models containing integrated carbon cycles agree that land and

ocean sinks remove roughly half of present day anthropogenic carbon emissions from the

16
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atmosphere, and that anthropogenic carbon emissions must decrease by at least 50% by

2050 relative to 1990, with further large reductions needed beyond that to achieve the

E1 concentrations pathway. Negative allowable anthropogenic carbon emissions at and

beyond 2100 cannot be ruled out for the E1 scenario. There is selfconsistency between the

multi-model ensemble of allowable anthropogenic carbon emissions and the E1 scenario

emissions from IMAGE 2.4.



Chapter 5

The Effect of Aggressive Mitigation

on Sea Level Rise and Sea Ice

Changes

Abstract With an increasing political focus on limiting global warming to less than 2◦C

above pre-industrial levels it is vital to understand the consequences of these targets on key

parts of the climate system. Here, we focus on changes in sea level and sea ice, comparing

twenty-first century projections with increased greenhouse gas concentrations (using the

mid-range IPCC A1B emissions scenario) with those under a mitigation scenario with

large reductions in emissions (the E1 scenario). At the end of the twenty-first century,

the global mean steric sea level rise is reduced by about a third in the mitigation scenario

compared with the A1B scenario. Changes in surface air temperature are found to be

poorly correlated with steric sea level changes. While the projected decreases in sea ice

extent during the first half of the twenty-first century are independent of the season or

scenario, especially in the Arctic, the seasonal cycle of sea ice extent is amplified. By the

end of the century the Arctic becomes sea ice free in September in the A1B scenario in

most models. In the mitigation scenario the ice does not disappear in the majority of

models, but is reduced by 42% of the present September extent. Results for Antarctic sea

ice changes reveal large initial biases in the models and a significant correlation between

projected changes and the initial extent. This latter result highlights the necessity for

further refinements in Antarctic sea ice modelling for more reliable projections of future

sea ice.

18



Chapter 6

Changes in Regional Potential

Vegetation in Response to an

Ambitious Mitigation Scenario

Abstract Climate change impacts on the potential vegetation (biomes) are compared

for an ambitious emissions-reduction scenario (E1) and a medium-high emissions scenario

with no mitigation policy (A1B). The E1 scenario aims at limiting global mean warming

to 2◦C or less above pre-industrial temperatures and is closely related to the RCP2.6 in

the CMIP5. A multi-model ensemble of ten state-of-the-art coupled atmosphere-ocean

general circulation models (GCMs) is analyzed. A simple biome model is used to assess

the response of potential vegetation to the different forcing in the two scenarios. Changes

in biomes in response to the simulated climate change are less pronounced in E1 than in

the A1B scenario. Most biomes shift polewards, with biomes adapted to colder climates

being replaced by biomes adapted to warmer climates. In some regions cold biomes (e.g.

Tundra, Taiga) nearly disappear in the A1B scenario but are also significantly reduced

under the E1 scenario.

19



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Discussion

7.1 Conclusions

The studies presented in this thesis focus on selected key aspects of climate change in

stabilization scenarios with respect to climate commitment and the climate response to

mitigation scenarios. In two research themes research gaps identified in Section 1.2.1 and

Section 1.2.2 are addressed.

7.1.1 Climate Change Commitment and Stabilization Scenarios

In Chapter 2 to 3 and in the full publications given in Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2

climate commitment is analyzed. The response of global mean temperature and global

mean sea level rise in EGMAM compared to the range of other climate models is briefly

introduced. A focus is laid on patterns of sea level rise in terms of their horizontal and

vertical features (Chapter 2) and their relation to the oceanic circulation changes in the

North Atlantic (Chapter 3). The temporal development from a period with increasing

GHG concentrations to a period under stabilized GHG concentrations following two dif-

ferent GHG concentration pathways reveals that long term climate change — in addition

to the well-studied dependency on climate sensitivity and oceanic heat uptake efficiency

— depends on the rate of increase of GHG concentrations before stabilization.

While global mean sea level rise in the SRES B1 scenario is of about the same value

during the scenario period with increasing GHG concentrations and during the stabiliza-

tion period afterwards, in the stabilization period following the SRES A1B scenario it is

even larger than during the scenario period. This is due to a significant increase in the

rates of sea level rise during the 21st century in the SRES A1B scenario and thus higher

20
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rates during the 22nd century. These rates but not the sea level itself, however, decrease

during the stabilization period.

The main characteristics of the large scale patterns of regional sea level rise do not

change from the scenario period to the stabilization period, except for a less pronounced

maximum of Arctic expansion. The vertical profiles reveal a shift of the layer with max-

imum expansion rates to deeper depth. This shift to deeper oceanic layers indicates a

penetration of oceanic heat uptake into the deeper ocean layers with time. This leads to a

larger volume of ocean water that expands. In the SRES B1 scenario this shift is already

evident at the end of the 21st century with decreasing rates of the GHG concentrations

increase.

In EGMAM the decreasing strength of the AMOC during the scenario period of the

SRES A1B and the SRES B1 scenarios do not significantly differ. However, the evolution

in the stabilization period in the two scenarios differs significantly. Committed AMOC

changes, are explained by a density pattern that develops already during the scenario

period. Employing decomposition of thermosteric and halosteric effects in North Atlantic

steric sea level changes it is shown that the saline contribution dominates the meridional

density gradient, once the AMOC has weakened. Since this halosteric effect favors further

weakening of the AMOC, while the thermosteric increase of the meridional density gra-

dient favors a recovery of the AMOC, the dominance of the saline contribution explains,

why the AMOC does not recover after stabilization. These results indicate that decompo-

sition holds potential for further understanding of model differences of committed AMOC

change.

7.1.2 Climate Response to Mitigation

In Chapter 4 to 6 and in the full publications given in Appendix A.3, Appendix A.4

and Appendix A.5 key aspects of the response of an ensemble of climate models to an

aggressive mitigation scenario compared to a business-as-usual scenario are presented.

Previous studies have focused on global mean temperature change, global mean sea level

rise and Arctic sea ice changes based on simulations by a single model. In contrast to these

studies, the multi-model ensemble is used to explore the uncertainties in the projected

effect of mitigation measures and the understanding of the underlying processes related to

these uncertainties. Furthermore, for a more comprehensive insight into climate change

under mitigation, analyses on selected aspects of several components of the climate sys-
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tem ranging from atmospheric processes and the carbon cycle (Chapter 4) over oceanic

and cryospheric processes (Chapter 5) to processes in the biosphere (Chapter 6) are shown.

According to most models of the multi-model ensemble warming in the 21st century

remains below 2◦C in the mitigation scenario E1. The subset of models that includes a

carbon cycle indicates that, in order to achieve the GHG concentrations consistent with

the E1 scenario, anthropogenic carbon emissions must decrease by at least 50% by 2050

relative to 1990 and further reductions afterwards. Moreover, a need for negative an-

thropogenic carbon emissions, i.e. carbon removal from the atmosphere, at the end of

the 21st century and thereafter cannot be ruled out employing this ensemble of models.

Indicative of a significant impact of the committed response to past emissions, although

GHG concentration pathways of the E1 scenario and the SRES A1B scenario diverge

around 2010, this does not have a strong impact on the temperature response in the first

half of the century. The hydrological response, illustrated by change in global precipi-

tation per degree warming, is consistently stronger in the E1 scenario, which is mainly

explained by differences in the aerosol loading of the two scenarios. Given the same total

radiative forcing, aerosol-induced forcing tends to exhibit a stronger hydrological response

than GHG-induced forcing (Feichter et al., 2004). For both, temperature and precipita-

tion changes, the ensemble spread is partly attributable to inter-model variations in the

aerosol-loading and response to the radiative effects of aerosols.

Although 21st century sea level rise is reduced by about a third in the E1 scenario,

compared to the SRES A1B scenario, a large ensemble spread leads to an overlap of the

projections at the end of the century, with the model with least sea level rise in the SRES

A1B scenario projecting less sea level rise than the model with most sea level rise in the

E1 scenario. This is explained by a combination of differences in oceanic heat uptake, i.e.

the portion of heat that is transferred to the oceanic component of the climate system,

and variations in expansion efficiency, i.e. the efficiency of how the heat uptake is trans-

lated into expansion. In the mitigation scenario E1, a shift in the locations of heat uptake

leads to a decreasing expansion efficiency, which is consistent with a shift towards deeper

colder waters. Moreover, a significant difference in the rates of sea level rise at the end

of the 21st century of the E1 scenario compared to the SRES A1B scenario indicates that

mitigation efforts can reduce the committed sea level rise beyond the 21st century.

With an amplification of the seasonal cycle of Arctic sea ice, in the majority of the

models of the ensemble analyzed in Chapter 5 by the end of the 21st century the Arctic

becomes almost ice free at the end of the melting season in the SRES A1B scenario, which
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can be mitigated following the E1 scenario in the majority of the models. The uncertainty,

indicated by the ensemble spread of Artic sea ice extent, is attributed to a combination

of the spread in global mean temperature response and a robust relationship between the

initial sea ice area and sea ice reduction. The analysis of the possible effect of mitigation

on Antarctic sea ice changes is particularly hampered by large biases in present day sea

ice extent and a strong correlation of the projected changes and the initial ice extent.

Potential vegetation changes, represented by biomes, are shown to be less pro-

nounced in E1 than in the SRES A1B scenario, with particularly strong differences in

half of the 26 regions defined by Giorgi and Bi (2005). In both scenarios, the E1 and

the SRES A1B scenario, a polewardshift of biomes is simulated, with biomes adapted to

colder climates being replaced by biomes adapted to warmer climates. While in some re-

gions, cold biomes such as Tundra and Taiga nearly disappear, in the E1 scenario they are

still found at the end of the 21st century, however, with a strongly reduced extent. This

shows that some regions, such as Tibet, Alaska and Greenland are particularly sensitive

to climate change, even when the 2◦C target is achieved.

7.2 Discussion and Outlook

After the publication of most of the studies of this thesis the CMIP5 simulations have

now become available using state-of-the-art climate models assuming representative con-

centration pathways (RCPs), which share some features with the scenarios used in this

thesis. The main characteristics of these simulations are presented in the most recent

IPCC report (IPCC, 2013a). This thesis complements the ongoing research. In each of

the publications of this thesis the results are discussed in terms of the specific focus of the

respective publication. By contrast, in this section the main conclusions given in Section

7.1 are discussed in comparison to the most recently published research for example based

on the CMIP5 ensemble. Moreover, this section points to further research that is needed

to gain a comprehensive understanding of climate change under mitigation and beyond

the 21st century.

Scenarios

The E1 scenario presented in Chapter 4 to Chapter 6 implies a radiative forcing very sim-

ilar to the one of the RCP2.6 (see Figure 2 in Johns et al., 2011), which has been used in

the CMIP5 ensemble presented in Collins et al. (2013). The temperature response at the
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end of the 21st century of the ensemble used in this thesis for the E1 scenario is similar to

the one of the CMIP5 ensemble for the RCP2.6, however, with a slightly smaller ensemble

spread. Additionally, the RCP2.6 is extended to 2300 with decreasing radiative forcing

(Meinshausen et al., 2011). Therefore, in contrast to the results from the stabilization

scenarios used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 with constant GHG concentrations, the global

mean temperatures in the extension of the RCP2.6 drop below their 2100 values (Collins

et al., 2013). Note that the extension implies continued negative emissions, i.e. net carbon

uptake, throughout the extended period, which demonstrates the need for further strong

mitigation efforts.

By contrast to stabilization scenarios assuming constant composition of GHGs, in

the extension of the RCP6.0 concentrations increase beyond the 21st century to a level

slightly higher than in the SRES A1B stabilization scenario. Therefore, the reported in-

crease of global mean temperatures in the 22nd scenario (Collins et al., 2013) is explained

by both, climate commitment and an increase in the radiative forcing in the first half

of the 22nd century. Consequently, the projected increases of global mean temperature

and sea level rise cannot be directly compared to the climate commitment based on the

constant composition scenarios presented in Chapter 2 and 3. Despite a different pathway

of GHG increases during the 21st century, the stabilization of CO2-equivalent GHG con-

centration of RCP4.5 is at the same level as in the SRES B1 stabilization case. Likewise,

the committed global mean temperature rise in the 22nd century reported in Appendix

A.1 and in Meehl et al. (2007) is in the range of the CMIP5 projections for the extension

of RCP4.5.

Commitment

In order to reduce the uncertainty of estimates of climate commitment, further research is

needed focusing on constraining the range of estimates of the equilibrium climate sensitiv-

ity and gaining further understanding of oceanic heat uptake. Since the climate sensitivity

is an important factor for climate commitment, reducing the uncertainty of this variable

is essential for better estimates of climate commitment. Still, the range of equilibrium

climate sensitivity of the CMIP5 ensemble is very similar to the one of the CMIP3 ensem-

ble with a nearly identical ensemble mean and with an only very slightly larger spread

(Flato et al., 2013). Based on observations and climate models the equilibrium climate

sensitivity is likely in the range of 1.5◦C and 4.5◦C (IPCC, 2013b).

Based on multi-century simulations beyond stabilizations Li et al. (2013) show con-
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tinued oceanic expansion with a growing contribution from deeper layers. In addition,

Chapter 2 reveals a heterogeneous meridional distribution of the shift of heat uptake to-

wards deeper oceanic layers. The expansion efficiency depends on the temperature and

salinity of the water. Thus, in addition to the global mean uptake, the specific locations

of the oceanic warming are important for global mean sea level rise (e.g., Russell et al.,

2000). Consequently, two models that show the same global oceanic heat uptake may

display a different global mean sea level rise due to differences in the spatial patterns of

heat uptake (Körper et al., 2013). Therefore, future studies need to take into account

not only the global mean sea level rise but also the horizontal and vertical patterns of

oceanic heat uptake and connected changes in the oceanic circulation in order to constrain

estimates of climate commitment.

Finally, for a full understanding of climate commitment in addition to climate com-

mitment in the physical sense, such as the constant composition commitment discussed

here or zero-emission commitment assuming no further GHG emissions (e.g., Zickfeld

et al., 2013), the inertia in a political, economic, technological and societal form and the

resulting commitment from these aspects need to be explored. These aspects are beyond

the scope of climate science, but will affect the probability of limiting warming below 2◦C.

Climate Models and Modelling Approaches

The studies presented in this thesis are either based on simulations using a single AOGCM

(Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) or on an ensemble of AOGCMs and Earth system models

(Chapter 4 to Chapter 6) representing the current generation of climate models. While

models have become increasingly comprehensive (for an overview of models development

from the 1970s, see Cubasch et al., 2013) and computational capacities are increasing,

harmonized multi-model comparisons such CMIP5 provide the means to study several

aspects of the climate systems. Still, especially for a better understanding of long-term

effects of climate change and complex interactions on regional to local scales model im-

provements and complementary approaches are necessary.

In Körper et al. (2013) and Collins et al. (2013) it has been shown that an ice-free

Arctic in September may be mitigated in a scenario limiting global mean temperature

increases below 2◦C with respect to preindustrial. A large model spread of Arctic sea ice

change is partly explained by different sensitivities of the Arctic sea ice response relative

to the global mean temperature change and partly the initial sea ice extent, i.e. biases.

Therefore, a number of studies constrain Arctic sea ice projections by either using only the

models that reproduce observed Arctic sea ice features (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2012; Wang
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and Overland, 2012) or its relationship to surface temperature change (Zhang, 2010) or a

combination of both (Massonnet et al., 2012). The disadvantage of these approaches are

the in some cases strong reduction of the ensemble size and thereby a loss of information

from other contributions to uncertainty. By contrast, Mahlstein and Knutti (2012) recal-

ibrate Arctic sea ice projections based on the observed relationship between September

Arctic sea ice extent and global mean temperature change. This provides the means to

reduce the uncertainty of the sea ice projections but does not lead to a physically consis-

tent view of the climate system. The Antarctic sea ice response is even less understood

due to large model biases (Körper et al., 2013) and the inability of models to reproduce

the mean seasonal cycle, interannual variability and observed increase in sea ice extent in

the last few decades (Flato et al., 2013). The reasons for the poor simulation of Antarctic

sea ice coverage vary, including shortcomings that are not directly related to the sea ice

models employed, such as problems in the simulation of the radiative budget and the

oceanic ventilation (Körper et al., 2013). This points to the need for model improvements

of the complex atmosphere-ocean interaction related to sea ice.

Although the melting ice sheets will provide a large contribution to future sea level

rise, they are not routinely modelled in global coupled climate models. Therefore, process

based models using the output of AOGCMs are applied, which require high spatial reso-

lutions to account for grounding line migration of the Antarctic ice sheet or topographic

adjustments of the Greenland ice sheet (Church et al., 2013). These uncoupled model sim-

ulations and statistical techniques are employed to explore relationships between global

mean temperature change and melting of the ice sheets. Derived thresholds for a global

temperature increase, above which the Greenland ice sheet would eventually melt, range

from less than 1◦C to more than 5◦C (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006; Robinson et al.,

2012). Especially improvements of process based modelling are needed to reduce the

uncertainty of the ice sheet contribution, since statistical relationships between observed

temperature change and ice sheet melting may not persists when specific thresholds are

reached.

Current state-of-the-art Earth system models of the CMIP5 ensemble include the

carbon cycle and a subset of them dynamic vegetation. By contrast to offline approaches,

as used in Chapter 6, these models provide the means to simulate not only vegetation

dynamics but also feedbacks of these vegetation changes with other subsystems. Compu-

tationally less costly offline models such as the BIOME model and further added features

and refinements (Kaplan et al., 2003; Prentice et al., 1992) or climate zones such as the

Köppen-Geiger classification (e.g., Hanf et al., 2012), can be employed to study the im-
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pact of warming on vegetation. One advantage of these less complex models is their

calculation of the equilibrium response (Cramer, 2002) in contrast to the instant response

of dynamic vegetation models. Thus, they include committed changes in vegetation —

once temperature and precipitation characteristica stabilize. Still, a combination of both

approaches is necessary to study the robustness of the results.

Summary

This thesis provides insights into important key aspects of climate commitment and

mitigation of climate change in terms of atmospheric processes, such as the relation-

ship between the temperature and the hydrological response, oceanic processes, such as

the relationship between oceanic heat uptake, the oceanic circulation and sea level rise,

cryospheric processes, such as the melting of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice, and land pro-

cesses, such as shifts of biomes. The analyses reveal the complex interplay between the

different subsystems of the climate systems. Using different analysis methods, ranging

from a single-model study and a multi-model ensemble to offline-calculations with a more

simple model, the thesis provides a comprehensive view of key processes, key uncertainties

as well as very sensitive regions. The discussion in the individual publications as well as

the discussion in the previous section points to further research, identifying the processes

that explain the remaining uncertainty. As for example shown for sea ice changes, further

model improvements need to focus not only on the individual subsystems but also on

their interactions.
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Abstract 
 

A fully-coupled ocean-troposphere-stratosphere general circulation model is employed to 

investigate the committed climate change, once the greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations 

have stabilized after an increase following different emission pathways. In a first numerical 

experiment the GHG concentrations are fixed at year 2000 values at the end of a transient 

simulation of the 20th century. This model experiment is then continued for 100 years. In two 

additional experiments the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scenarios 

(A1B, B1) are prescribed up to the end of the 21st century. Afterwards the greenhouse gas 

concentrations have been held constant at their respective year 2100 values for the next 100 

years.  

Most of the temperature increase is realized during the 21st century, while the GHG 

concentrations increase. The rate of global mean surface temperature rise decreases once the 

GHG concentrations become constant. The steric sea level continues to rise, however, with 

decreasing rates when the GHG concentrations are stabilized. The large scale spatial 

distribution of steric sea level rise at the sea surface during the stabilization period resembles 

the patterns during the GHG concentration increase except for a less pronounced maximum 

sea level rise Northern Hemisphere high latitudes. The vertical patterns during the 

stabilization display a shift of the layers of maximum expansion from near surface to deeper 

oceanic depth. This shift develops earlier B1 scenario compared to the A1B scenario, 

illustrating that once the increase of GHG concentrations weakens as for the second half of 

the 21st century in the B1 scenario or the concentrations stabilize the heat uptake penetrates 

into the deeper ocean layers with time. 

Keywords: Stabilization – Climate Change – Sea Level Rise – Heat Uptake 

 

German 

Ein gekoppeltes Ozean-Troposphären-Stratosphären-Modell wird genutzt, um den 

langfristigen Klimawandel zu untersuchen, der auch dann eintritt, wenn die 

Treibhausgaskonzentrationen im Anschluss an verschiedene Verläufe des 

Treibhausgasanstiegs konstant gehalten werden. Im ersten numerischen Experiment werden 

im Anschluss an eine transiente Simulation des 20. Jahrhunderts die 

Treibhausgaskonzentrationen des Jahres 2000 festgehalten. Dieses Experiment wird für 100 

Jahre fortgesetzt. In zwei weiteren Experimenten wird das Klima in zwei IPCC Szenarien 
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(A1B, B1) für das 21. Jahrhundert simuliert. Danach werden die Simulationen unter den 

jeweiligen Treibhausgaskonzentrationen des Jahres 2100 für die folgenden 100 Jahre 

fortgesetzt.  

Der Großteil des Temperaturanstiegs wird bereits im 21. Jahrhundert realisiert, während die 

Konzentrationen ansteigen. Unter konstanten Treibhausgaskonzentrationen sinkt die 

Erwärmungsrate. Der Meeresspiegelanstieg setzt sich auch unter konstanten 

Treibhausgaskonzentrationen fort, wenn auch mit einer sinkenden Rate. Die großskalige 

horizontale Verteilung des Meeresspiegelanstiegs an der Oberfläche entspricht in der 

Stabilisierungsperiode mit Ausnahme eines geringeren Anstiegs in den hohen Breiten der 

Nordhemisphäre der Verteilung in der Periode des Treibhausgasanstiegs. Die vertikalen 

Muster der sterischen Expansion zeigen eine Verschiebung der Schicht mit der größten 

Expansion in tiefere ozeanische Schichten. Diese Verschiebung beginnt im B1 Szenario 

früher als im A1B Szenario. Dies verdeutlicht, dass die Wärme mit der Zeit in tiefere 

Schichten eindringt, wenn sich der Anstieg der Treibhausgaskonzentrationen verringert, wie 

in der zweiten Hälfte des 21. Jahrhunderts im B1 Szenario der Fall, oder sich die 

Konzentrationen stabilisieren.  
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1) Introduction 
Increases of greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations lead to a positive radiative forcing of the 

climate system and thus to an increase of surface temperatures and rising sea level (MEEHL et 

al., 2007). In addition to contributions from melting of glaciers and ice sheets, the sea level 

will rise from thermal expansion (e.g., MANABE and STOUFFER, 1994; MEEHL et al., 2007; 

CHURCH et al., 2013). Due to the thermal inertia of the climate system, particularly of the 

deep ocean, a delayed response will be realized even if GHG concentrations are stabilized and 

is called “committed warming” (e.g. WIGLEY 2005; MEEHL et al., 2006). 

Starting in the 1980s model studies with simple climate models were conducted to assess the 

portion of committed warming (e.g. HANSEN et al., 1984; WIGLEY and RAPER 1993). For any 

given forcing the portion of the realized warming compared to the committed warming 

depends mainly on the climate sensitivity, which is model dependent, and oceanic heat uptake 

(WETHERALD et al., 2001). 

While the atmosphere reacts to stabilization of GHG-concentrations within a few years, the 

upper ocean adjusts on a time-scale of several decades. The deep ocean attains equilibrium 

after a stabilization of the GHG-concentrations only after millennia (e.g., LI et al., 2012; 

CHURCH et al., 2013). To assess the role of oceanic heat uptake WETHERALD et al. (2001) 

compared the climate response of an atmosphere ocean general circulation model (AOGCM), 

i.e. a climate model coupled to a realistic ocean model, with the response of a model using the 

same atmospheric component and an ocean, which consisted of the mixed layer of 50 m depth 

only. Due to the longer timescale involved with the deep ocean, the AOGCM approaches the 

equilibrium less quickly than the mixed layer ocean model. Prescribing an idealized 1% CO2 

increase per year, they found the committed warming to increase from about 1 K for present 

day to almost 2 K in the year 2060, i.e. the climate is now closer to an equilibrium state and 

with increasing GHG concentrations it will depart farther from an equilibrium state. The 

realized warming was 0.6 K for the year 2000 and 3 K by 2060 in those experiments. In 

additional studies AOGCMs were forced with a 1% increase of CO2 concentrations prescribed 

until doubling of CO2 (VOSS and MIKOLAJEWICZ, 2001) and quadrupling (MANABE and 

STOUFFER, 1994) showing similar results.  

Experiments, where AOGCMs have been forced according to the Special Report on Emission 

Scenarios (SRES) scenarios (NAKICENOVIC et al., 2000) and the Representative Concentration 

Pathways (MOSS et al., 2010) including stabilization after the 21st century confirm these 

findings and show that the global mean near surface temperature as well as the global steric 
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sea level will continue to rise even if GHG-concentrations are stabilized (STOUFFER et al., 

2006; MEEHL et al., 2005, 2006, 2007, 2012; COLLINS et al., 2013). 

While the climate sensitivity of the models is known from experiments, the nature of the 

ocean heat uptake is less clear. RAPER et al. (2002) analyzed an apparent relationship between 

a model’s climate sensitivity and the efficiency of oceanic heat uptake as earlier suggested by 

HANSEN et al. (1984). They show that models with higher climate sensitivity simulate a lower 

portion of realized change compared to the ones with a lower climate sensitivity. STOUFFER et 

al. (2006) show in two different model versions of an AOGCM that the transient climate 

response in the model version with the larger equilibrium climate sensitivity is even smaller 

than in the version with the lower climate sensitivity. They attribute this to a larger oceanic 

heat uptake in the Southern Ocean related to a more realistic location of the tropospheric jet in 

the Southern Hemisphere in the model version with the lower climate sensitivity. Likewise, 

RUSSELL et al. (2006) have shown that the location of Southern Hemisphere westerlies is 

especially important for the oceanic heat and carbon storage in a warming climate.  

Thermal expansion, and thus global mean sea level change, does not only depend on the 

oceanic heat uptake itself but also on the “expansion efficiency of heat” (RUSSELL et al., 

2000), i.e. how oceanic heat uptake is translated into the thermal expansion. Since the 

expansion efficiency of heat increases with temperature, salinity and pressure, its global mean 

value also depends on the regions and depth of the heat uptake in the ocean.  

Several studies have focused on the spatial patterns of sea level changes and some of them 

explore differences between different AOGCMs (e.g. GREGORY et al. 2001; GREGORY and 

LOWE 2000; LANDERER et al. 2007; MEEHL et al., 2007; PARDAENS et al., 2011). While there 

are some common features of the spatial structures of 21st century sea level rise, for example 

enhanced sea level rise in the Arctic due to enhanced freshwater input and weaker sea level 

rise in the Southern Ocean, there are significant differences among the models that are 

inadequately understood.  

To explain the differences of the steric sea level rise anomalies at the surface, one has to 

understand the vertical structure of the density anomalies that sum up to the anomalies at the 

surface. LANDERER et al. (2007) present differences in the vertical structure of thermosteric 

and halosteric contributions for different ocean areas for the A1B scenario. Likewise, 

PARDAENS et al. (2011) have shown the zonal mean profiles of these contributions for the 

Atlantic basin and find significant differences between the AR4 models in the depth of the 

expanding layer. These differences are found to be related to differences in the overturning 

circulation. However, neither the temporal development of these vertical structures, nor the 
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relation to different GHG concentration pathways, nor how these patterns would change 

under stabilized GHG concentrations have been investigated. 

Most of the AR4 models did not include a fully resolved stratosphere. However, based on 

comparisons of EGMAM, ECHO-G and other GCMs in the 20th century climate and the IPCC 

A2 scenario HUEBENER et al. (2007) have shown that the coupling of the three subsystems 

ocean, the troposphere and the stratosphere is important for long-term transient simulations. 

For example, while the climate-change signal in the ECHO-G storm track does not agree well 

with the other AR4 models, the inclusion of the stratosphere leads to a convergence to the 

IPCC model-mean signal. Furthermore, the inclusion of the stratosphere results in a shift of 

the extratropical circulation compared to simulations without explicitly resolved stratosphere, 

which alters the regional rainfall pattern (SCAIFE et al, 2011). The circulation change is caused 

by an increased warming in the Arctic stratosphere, thereby altering the Arctic Oscillation 

(SCHIMANKE, 2012). SCAIFE et al. (2011) conclude that extending models upwards may 

represent a first-order correction to climate projections for the mid-latitudes.  

In this paper we use the fully coupled ocean-troposphere-stratosphere-GCM EGMAM 

(HUEBENER et al., 2007) to explore the response of the near surface temperature (section 3) 

during increasing GHG concentrations and after stabilization. Then the steric sea level rise is 

analyzed (section 4). Analysis is presented for global mean changes, both in terms of absolute 

changes and in terms of decadal rates of steric sea level rise (section 4.1), and for the 

horizontal and vertical structure of steric anomalies (section 4.2). Additionally we analyze the 

oceanic heat uptake as well as the expansion efficiency of heat in the stabilization 

experiments (section 5). Results are summarized and discussed in section 6.  

 

2) Model Description and Experimental Design 
The experiments presented in this study were performed with the fully coupled ocean-

troposphere-stratosphere-GCM ECHO-G (LEGUTKE and VOSS, 1999) with Middle 

Atmosphere Model (EGMAM) (HUEBENER et al., 2007). The atmosphere model is an 

extended version of the ECHAM4 model (ROECKNER et al., 1996). The ocean model is the 

HOPE-G (LEGUTKE and VOSS, 1999). In order to prevent the coupled model to drift flux 

correction for heat and freshwater fluxes is applied which is constant in time and has 

vanishing global mean values. ECHO-G was employed in a number of climate studies 

(HUEBENER et al., 2007; KASPAR et al., 2007; MIN et al., 2006, 2005; ZORITA et al., 2004). It 

has been included in the multi model ensembles of the IPCC-AR4 (MEEHL et al., 2007). The 

atmospheric part of the EGMAM model resolves the atmosphere in the vertical with 39 levels 
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up to the mesosphere (0.01hPa). A gravity wave drag parameterization by MANZINI and 

MCFARLANE (1998) is included. The EGMAM model has an equilibrium climate sensitivity 

of 2.1K and a transient climate response of 1.5 K (KÖRPER et al., 2009).  

Simulations driven by historical forcings of the last 400 years show that EGMAM simulates a 

Northern Hemisphere mean near surface temperature evolution which is similar to 

simulations with the ECHO-G model, i.e. the model without highly resolved stratosphere. In 

terms of the regional climate response, simulations of the last 400 years with the EGMAM 

model are more realistic than simulations with the ECHO-G model (SPANGEHL et al., 2010). 

Moreover, climate change signals for example for the Northern Hemisphere storm track 

(SCAIFE et al. 2011; HUEBENER et al., 2007) and upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric 

circulation changes (SCHIMANKE et al., 2012) are significantly altered by a extending the 

model to the stratosphere, proving the benefits of an explicitly resolved stratosphere.  

In this study we focus on an analysis of the climate commitment. The simulations for the 

analysis are summarized in Table 1. Natural forcing (e.g. solar variability or volcanoes) as 

well as the anthropogenic effect on aerosols and ozone are not included in any of the 

experiments. Three 20th century simulations starting from different initial conditions from a 

600 year pre-industrial control simulation are performed, forced by time-evolving changes of 

GHGs, i.e. CO2, CH4, N2O and CFCs, of the 20th century (20C3M). For the 21st century, all 

three experiments are continued with the forcing of the IPCC SRES scenarios A1B and two of 

them are additionally continued using the B1 scenario forcing (NAKICENOVIC et al., 2000).  

Name Period Realizations GHG Forcing 

20C3M  1860-1999 3 Observed  

A1B  2000-2100 3 SRES A1B 

B1  2000-2100 2 SRES B1 

COMMIT  2000 2 Const. composition of year 2000 

B1stab  2100-2199 2 Const. composition of SRES B1 of year 

2100 

A1Bstab  2100-2199 3 Const. composition of SRES A1B of year 

2100 

A1Bstabextr  2200-2299 1 Const. composition of SRES A1B of year 

2100 
Table 1 ) Overview of experiment names, time periods and GHG forcing. 
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Based on these simulations, three stabilization experiments of 100 years each have been run: 

one simulation is run with GHG held constant at year 2000 concentrations (COMMIT), and 

two simulations are run with concentrations held constant at the values reached in the year 

2100 under the B1 scenario (B1stab) and another 3 runs with concentrations held constant at 

the values reached in the year 2100 under the A1B scenario (A1Bstab) (see Figure 1 for CO2 

concentrations). One of the A1Bstab runs is extended for another 100 years to year 2300 

under constant concentrations (A1Bstabextr) to estimate the longer term behavior of the 

climate system.  

 

3) Temperature response 

  
The long term temporal development of the global mean near surface temperature reflects the 

radiative forcing by increasing GHGs in the 20th and 21st century (Figure 1). The simulated 

warming in the 20th century with around 0.9 K (1980-1999 relative to 1880-1899) (HUEBENER 

et al., 2007) is within one standard deviation (0.2 K) of the observed value of 0.7 K 

(TRENBERTH et al., 2007). The slight overestimation of 20th century warming may be related 

to the cooling effect of anthropogenic aerosols, which is not included in our simulations. 

Moreover, the preindustrial control simulation is colder than observed leading to a global 

mean temperature bias of less than 0.01K compared to ERA40 reanalysis for the end of the 

20th century (1980-1999). At the end of the 21st century, in line with the comparably low 

climate sensitivity, simulated global mean warming in the A1B and the B1 scenario (Table 2) 

is in the lower range compared to other GCMs (MEEHL et al., 2007). MEEHL et al. (2007) give 

ranges of the multimodel mean surface air temperature warming and associated uncertainty 

ranges for the time period of 2090 to 2099 relative to 1980 to 1999 +2.8°C (1.7°C to 4.4°C) 

for the A1B scenario and +1.8°C (1.1°C to 2.9°C) for the B1 scenario. However, comparison 

of our results with the AR4 models is complicated due to the aerosol forcing of the AR4 

 
Time Period A1B / A1Bstab B1 / B1stab COMMIT 

2080-2099 – 1980-1999 

Scenario period 

2.2K /0.23m/ 

227 10²² J 

1.4K /0.19m/ 

181 10²² J 

0.4K / 0.11m/ 

104 10²² J 

2180-2099 – 2080-2099 

Stabilization period 

0.4K /0.27m/ 

240 10²² J 

0.3K /0.19m/ 

169 10²² J 

--- 

Table 2 ) Simulated and global mean temperature increase (first value [K]), steric sea level rise (second 
value [m]) and oceanic heat uptake (third value [J]). 
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model results in contrast to the sole GHG forcing of the simulations presented in this study. 

After the stabilization of the GHG-concentrations the warming rate decreases quickly (Figure 

1, Table 2) similar as described by MEEHL et al. (2006).  

 The simulated large scale spatial patterns in A1B (2080-2099 relative to 1980-1999, Figure 

2) are very similar to those of B1 for this period (not shown) and in agreement with MEEHL et 

al. (2007). They resemble the well known large spatial distribution with an amplification of 

the warming in the Arctic Region and an increased land-sea contrast, which is also evident in 

simulations assuming the representative concentration pathways employed in CMIP5 

(TAYLOR et al., 2012; COLLINS et al., 2013). The land-sea contrast vanishes during the 

stabilization period, indicating that it is caused by the delayed ocean warming due to the large 

heat capacity of water. The warming in the stabilization phase is strongest in the polar regions 

of the Northern Hemisphere, related to decreasing sea ice area, and in the Southern Ocean, 

related to a shift of the circulation. 

 

4) Steric Sea Level Rise 

4.1) Global Mean Sea Level Rise 
The global mean steric sea level rise (Figure 3) reflects the heat-content change in the entire 

ocean and can be interpreted as a measure of oceanic inertia (GREGORY et al., 2001). In 

EGMAM the simulated global mean steric sea level rise is 4cm during the 20th century 

(1980-1999 relative to 1880-1899), close to the value of 4.7cm determined from CCSM3 

(MEEHL et al., 2006). For the A1B-/ B1-scenario the steric sea level rises by about 23cm /19 

cm until 2099. The sea level rise continues in the same rate during the stabilization period due 

Figure 1 ) Top: Time series of CO2 concentrations of the 
SRES scenarios; number of realizations given in brackets 
Bottom: Time series of temperature; ensemble mean is 
depicted as well as the ensemble spread where applicable. 
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to the large inertia of the ocean (e.g. CHURCH et al., 2013). The steric sea level rise simulated 

in EGMAM for the A1B-scenario is even higher for the stabilization period compared to the 

scenario period (Table 2) and about the same size in both periods for the B1-scenario 

(Table 2) (cf. KÖRPER et al., 2009). The steric sea level rises during the 21st century in the 

COMMIT experiment by 11cm (Table 2), which is more than twice the already realized 

amount of 4 cm. This shows that about half of the 21st century rise of the A1B and B1 

scenarios is due to sea level rise that was already committed in year 2000. 

Furthermore, the steric sea level rise is assessed by means of trend analysis. The moving 11-

year trends, i.e. time series of the slope of a linear fit of global mean sea level in 11-year 

windows (without overlap), of sea level rise stays positive after 1950. The eleven year 

window was chosen to reduce the variability on shorter timescales, e.g. interannual timescale. 

On the other hand, the use of longer windows, e.g. 20 or 30 year windows would decrease the 

amount of independent data, which would complicate the statistical validity of our results.  

The rates of steric sea level rise for the latter half of the 20th century are considerably lower 

than the observed rates of sea level rise. Most of this difference is explained by the restriction 

of sea level rise to its steric component in this study and thus, the omission of contributions 

from glaciers and ice sheets. Moreover, the steric rates in our model of about 0.7-1 mm/y for 

the last decade of the 20th century are similar to the uncertainty range given by the 

observations of thermal expansion for the period 1971-2010 of 0.8 [0.5-1.1] mm/y and 1.1 

[0.8-1.4] mm/y for the period 1993-2010 (RHEIN et al., 2013). 

The rate of global mean steric sea level change increases in the A1B and the B1 scenario 

during the 21st century. This increase in the trend, illustrated by linear fits in Figure 3, is 

significant above the 95. percentile according to the t-distribution for each of the realizations 

of the A1B scenario. By contrast, for the B1 scenario for both realizations the positive trend is 

statistically not distinguishable from zero due to the limited amount of independent data 

 

 
Figure 2 ) Ensemble mean annual mean surface air temperature change [K] for the A1B scenario (left, 

2080-2099 relative to 1980-1999) and A1B stab (right, 2180-2199 relative to 2080-2099). 
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points given the interdecadal variability of the rate of sea level rise. However, the rates are 

higher than for the 20th century leading to more sea level rise than during the 20th century.  

 

 

The rates of sea level rise decrease once the GHG concentrations have stabilized (Figure 3) in 

the COMMIT scenario during the 21st century and in the A1Bstab and B1stab. Again, due to 

the limited amount of data these negative trends are not significant. However, taking into 

account the 200 year stabilization period in A1Bstabextr, we find a significant negative trend, 

i.e. the sea level rise is decelerating. Note that the rates of this realization are within the 

variability of the other two realization of A1Bstab for the 22nd century (Figure 3).  

In summary, we find an acceleration of steric sea level rise, while the GHG concentrations are 

increasing. For stabilized GHG concentrations there is a deceleration of sea level rise. 

However, there is variability on decadal and multi-decadal timescales in our model, for 

example due to multi-decadal variability of the oceanic heat uptake in the North Atlantic (e.g. 

SCHIMANKE et al. 2011), and thus, longer simulations or larger ensembles are needed to draw 

statistically robust conclusions.  

 

4.2) Horizontal and Vertical Patterns of Steric Sea Level Rise  
Spatially heterogeneous density changes cause changes in the regional distribution of sea 

level compared to the global mean. Although the regional sea level projections of the IPCC-

AR4 and IPCC-AR5 multi-model ensembles share some common features, there is 

considerable spread in the projected patterns (CHURCH et al., 2013; PARDAENS et al. 2011; 

LANDERER et al., 2007; MEEHL et al., 2007; GREGORY et al 2001). The local amplitudes of 

 
Figure 3 ) Top: Time series of steric sea level anomaly relative to pre-industrial control simulation for 
each realization of the historical period and the scenarios; Bottom: 11 –year trend (no overlap) of sea 

level rise and linear fits for those realizations, where the trend is significantly (above 95 % uncertainty 
range) different from zero. 
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regional sea level change compared to global mean range from -0.51 to +0.77 m in the A1B 

scenario (2080-2099 relative to 1980-1999), a somewhat larger range than found by 

LANDERER et al. (2007) for the ECHAM5-MPI-OM model for 2090-2099 in the A1B scenario 

compared to their preindustrial control run, and -0.49 to°+0.66°m in the B1 scenario (2080-

2099 relative to  

1980-1999). In the stabilization period the range decreases to -0.35 to +0.31 m in A1Bstab 

and -0.2 to°+0.27 m in B1stab, mainly due to less pronounced sea level amplitudes in the 

Arctic (see below). We will exemplarily discuss results of the A1B scenario and A1Bstab, 

because at least concerning the spatial distribution at the surface the features of regional sea 

level change for the A1B scenario and the B1 scenario are very similar. This has also been 

shown for the IPCC AR4 models (MEEHL et al., 2007). In EGMAM the simulated spatial 

patterns of steric sea level rise of the A1B-scenario share most of the large scale features of 

the multi-model ensemble in the IPCC-AR4 (compare Figure 4 of this study with Fig.1 in 

PARDAENS et al., 2011). For example, steric sea level change is especially strong in the Arctic, 

which is related to freshening. Resulting from a southwards shift of the Antarctic Circumpolar 

Current one finds a band of enhanced sea level rise extending from the South Atlantic towards 

the Indian Ocean forming a dipole with less than global mean sea level rise in the Southern 

Ocean south of about 60°S. In the latter region low thermal expansivity leads to less 

expansion for a given input of heat. The pattern of sea level rise in the North Atlantic is 

connected to change in the meridional overturning circulation (KÖRPER et al., 2009).  

During the stabilization period (Figure 4 right) the large scale spatial distribution of steric sea 

level rise is similar to the one during the scenario period (Figure 4 left), suggesting that the 

mechanisms for changes in the regional distribution do not change. However, the difference 

 

 
Figure 4 )  Ensemble mean regional sea level change [m] minus global mean change for the A1B 

scenario (left, 2080-2099 relative to 1980-1999) and A1B stab (right, 2180-2199 relative to 2080-2099) 
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of Arctic expansion compared to global mean expansion is less pronounced. The projected sea 

level rise in the Atlantic Ocean and the Indian Ocean is larger than the global mean.  

Steric sea level change results from subsurface temperature and salinity changes. The vertical 

profile of zonal mean expansion in the A1B scenario (Figure 5, top left) displays stronger 

expansion in the upper 700 meters of the ocean in most latitudes and less expansion in the 

deep ocean. Compared to the profiles of PARDAENS et al. (2011) in their Fig.8 EGMAM 

would be considered a model with an intermediate depth of expansion rates greater than 0.1 

meters per 1000 m in the Atlantic. In A1Bstab the maximum of the expansion is shifted to 

deeper depth (Figure 5 top right). In the tropical and subtropical Atlantic even a slight 

contraction reaching from the surface until roughly 300 meter depth (Figure 5 lower row), 

which is related to increasing salinity. In KÖRPER et al. (2009) more details on the 

contributions of thermosteric and halosteric effects in the North Atlantic are presented.  

Hofmoeller diagrams (Figure 6) illustrate how the layer with maximum expansion rates 

penetrates into the deeper ocean with time. In the A1B scenario and A1Bstab, the penetration 

 
Figure 5 ) Ensemble mean zonal mean oceanic expansion over the A1B scenario (2080-2099 relative to 
1980-1999) (left column) and A1Bstab (2180-2199 relative to 2080-2099); units are meters expansion 
per 1000 m); for the global ocean (upper row) and the Atlantic and adjoining Southern Ocean section 
(lower row); note the different scaling for the upper 1000 meters and for deeper layers. 
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into deeper oceanic depth is delayed compared to the B1 scenario and B1stab, which may be 

explained by the weaker GHG concentration increase in the second half of the 20th century. 

The shift to deeper oceanic layers is most pronounced south of 45°N. In the Arctic Ocean this 

feature is not displayed by the Hofmoeller diagrams, because two layers with enhanced 

expansion rates develop (Figure 5). Consistent with the decomposition of Arctic steric sea 

level change into halosteric and thermosteric effects by LANDERER (2007) there is a shallow 

but strong maximum of expansion rates in the surface layer, which can be explained by the 

halosteric effect of sea ice melting. In addition, there is a broader maximum between 500 and 

1000 meter depth (Figure 5) due to thermosteric expansion. In the subtropics of the Atlantic 

Ocean (Figure 6 right column) and the Indian Ocean (not shown) the penetration into deeper 

ocean starts somewhat earlier than for example in tropical latitudes. As the lowest expansion 

rates are found in the Southern Ocean (Figure 5) especially deep layers with maximum 

  

 
 

 

Figure 6 )   Hofmoeller diagrams of depth with maximum ensemble mean expansion rate [m below sea 
level] for the A1B scenario, A1B stab (top) and for the B1 scenario and B1stab (bottom) for the global 
ocean (left), the Atlantic Ocean (right); maximum expansion rates below 175 meters are indicated by a 
white contour line; calculation is based on expansion rates of the previous 50 years; for example values 
at year 2000 reflects expansion rates from 1950 to 2000.  
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expansion rates can be found in several periods throughout the 21st and 22nd century, but are 

not related to a penetration of heat from the surface into the deep ocean.  

 

5) Oceanic Heat Uptake and Expansion Efficiency 
Since the integral ocean bottom heat flux is defined to be zero in the model, the surface flux 

corresponds to the absolute heat uptake by the ocean. The oceanic heat uptake is 227/181 10²² 

J for the A1B/B1 scenarios (Table 2). In B1stab the heat uptake slightly decreases, while it 

increases for A1Bstab (Table 2). Since the total heat uptake is the temporal integral of the 

yearly uptake rates, the time-series of yearly uptake rates (Figure 7) are employed to explain 

the differences between the scenarios. The yearly rates of oceanic heat uptake of the A1B and 

the B1 scenario overlap during the first half of the 21st century, in the second half of the 

century they only occasionally overlap (Figure 7). By the end of the 21st century the yearly 

heat uptake in the A1B scenario is about 1 10²² J larger than in the B1 scenario. From year 

2100 onwards in both scenarios, A1Bstab and B1stab, the yearly heat uptake decreases with 

similar trend. Thus, the larger value of the total heat uptake in the 22nd century in A1Bstab 

compared to B1stab results from the higher yearly heat uptake in the A1B-scenario 

throughout the stabilization period.  

The steric sea level rise depends not only on the oceanic heat uptake but also on how this heat 

uptake is translated into expansion. Although the heat uptake for all scenarios is larger in 

EGMAM than in the CCSM3 reported by MEEHL et al. (2006) the steric sea level rise in the 

21st century is comparable. This is related to the low expansion efficiency in EGMAM. The 

expansion efficiency is about 0.9-1.0 (m³/kWyear), which is only two thirds of the expansion 

efficiency of the NASA/GISS model (RUSSELL et al., 2000) and slightly lower than in the 

 
Figure 7 )  11-year running mean of oceanic heat uptake [10²² J/year] ; all realizations are shown; 

normalized by subtracting the mean heat flux of pre-industrial control simulation; grey shades as in 
Figure 1. 
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version of the GFDL model of BRYAN et al. (1996) (see RUSSELL et al., 2000 for more 

details). The comparably low expansion efficiency has also been found in a newer version of 

EGMAM, EGMAM+ (KÖRPER et al., 2012).  

Since the expansion efficiency increases with temperature and salinity, a low expansion 

efficiency suggests that the heat penetrates into colder waters than in a model with a higher 

expansion efficiency. This may be partly related to the present day climatology of the model. 

Although the simulated global mean oceanic temperatures from 1950 to 2000 are slightly 

overestimated compared to the World Ocean Atlas 2009 climatology (LOCARNINI et al., 

2010), simulated temperatures of the entire Arctic Ocean and the upper 200 m of the tropical 

Pacific are less than observed. In both of these regions the heat uptake is larger than global 

mean (without figure).  

A different geographical distribution of heat uptake than observed may also explain a low 

global mean expansion efficiency. For example, LOWE and GREGORY (2006) show that the 

relative minimum of steric sea level rise in the Southern Ocean is related to the low expansion 

efficiency in this region. The spatial patterns of the net heat flux into the ocean in EGMAM, 

however, agree with the observed distribution described by STAMMER et al. (2004), indicating 

that the geographical distribution is not the dominant reason for the low expansion efficiency.  

 

6) Discussion and Conclusions 
The ocean-troposphere-stratosphere-GCM EGMAM is employed to simulate climate under 

increasing GHG-concentrations following historical and scenario story lines and stabilization 

of concentrations thereafter. These long stabilization simulations with AOGCMs are 

necessary to study the climate commitment to compliment the mitigation scenarios (e.g. VAN 

VUUREN et al., 2007) and representative concentration pathways (TAYLOR et al., 2012). On 

the global scale, the patterns of change simulated with EGMAM are comparable to other 

GCMs (COLLINS et al., 2013; MEEHL et al., 2007, 2006). As a consequence of stratospheric 

effects on the strength and the position of storm tracks, they differ, however, considerably in 

the extratropical precipitation distribution (SCAIFE et al, 2011). Consistent with RAPER et al. 

(2002) due to the low climate sensitivity of EGMAM the temperature increase is in the lower 

range compared to other GCMs.  

In addition to the dependency of climate commitment on the climate sensitivity of the GCM 

(RAPER et al., 2002) and the oceanic heat uptake (WETHERALD et al., 2001), our results show 

that the long term climate change also depends on the rate of increase of GHG concentrations 

before stabilization. While the atmosphere reacts comparably fast to the stabilization of GHG 
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concentrations, the ocean responds more slowly. In the A1B scenario, which has the largest 

increase in GHG concentrations in this study, the oceanic heat uptake and consistently the 

steric sea level rise are higher in the 22nd century than in the 21st century. However, a trend 

analysis shows a weakening of the positive trend during the stabilization period.  

In addition to the steric component of sea level rise, during the next millennium the melting of 

land ice will further contribute to sea level rise (e.g., CHURCH et al., 2013). The upper limit for 

the contribution of glaciers and ice caps outside Greenland and Antarctica can be given by the 

total ice volume available for melt. It is estimated to be less than 0.4 m sea level equivalent 

(e.g. STEFFEN et al. 2010 and references therein) and thus, in the longer term its contribution 

to sea-level rise will diminish. More importantly, if the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets 

would be melted, the resulting sea level rise would be 7m. According to two studies at least 

for the Greenland Ice Sheet an estimate of the threshold for an ongoing decay over millennia 

is given at a global mean near surface warming of 1.9-5.1 °C (95% confidence interval) with a 

best estimate of 3.1 °C (GREGORY and HUYBRECHTS 2006) and 1.6 [0.9–2.8] °C (5–95% 

confidence interval) (ROBINSON et al., 2012) compared to the preindustrial climate. According 

to the simulations presented in this study, global mean surface warming is within the 

estimated range of the threshold in the A1B and the B1 scenario. If these temperatures would 

be prevailed over millennia there would be a virtual elimination of the Greenland Ice Sheet. 

For shorter periods above this threshold a new equilibrium may be possible (e.g. RIDLEY et al. 

2010). However, for a detailed quantitative assessment of ice sheet contributions to sea level 

rise, studies using high-resolved AOGCMS coupled to an ice-model are needed and still not 

suitable for simulations covering millennia due to high computational cost. 

While the large scale spatial patterns of steric sea level rise do not differ substantially between 

the scenario period and the stabilization period, there is a shift of the layers with maximum 

expansion rates from near surface towards greater depth after GHG concentrations have 

stabilized.  
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[1] While it is well understood that thermal expansion
dominates global mean steric sea level rise, climate models
show large differences in spatial patterns. This study aims to
decompose regional steric sea level rise in the North
Atlantic into thermal and saline effects in a fully coupled
model. In contrast to other studies we focus on the
differences between two climate change scenarios and
establish a link between the sea level changes and the
differences in the response of the overturning circulation.
While overturning is reduced in the phase of the greenhouse
gas increase, differences between the scenarios are not
significant until the stabilization in the 22nd century. The
influence from thermosteric and halosteric contributions on
the meridional density gradient is of the same size during
the increase of greenhouse gas concentrations. The haline
effect becomes prominent afterwards, reducing the
meridional density gradient and preventing the overturning
from recovery. Citation: Körper, J., T. Spangehl, U. Cubasch,

and H. Huebener (2009), Decomposition of projected regional sea

level rise in the North Atlantic and its relation to the AMOC,

Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L19714, doi:10.1029/2009GL039757.

1. Introduction

[2] Steric sea level changes reflect changes in the specific
volume of the ocean due to temperature and salinity
variations. In addition, variations of oceanic density influ-
ence pressure gradients, which are balanced by geostrophic
velocity anomalies. These result in a redistribution of the
water masses [Landerer et al., 2007; Levermann et al.,
2005]. Therefore, the spatial patterns of sea level rise
represent changes of the circulation.
[3] Due to the formation of dense North Atlantic Deep

Water, sea level in the North Atlantic is low compared to the
North Pacific [e.g., Rio and Hernandez, 2004]. In a future
climate with increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concentra-
tions and a weaker Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circu-
lation (AMOC) sea level rise in the North Atlantic may be
stronger than in the North Pacific [Levermann et al., 2005;
Yin et al., 2009].
[4] To estimate 21st century climate change the SRES

scenarios (e.g., A1B and B1) [Nakicenovic et al., 2000] are
employed. Although atmosphere ocean general circulation
models (AOGCMs) reveal large uncertainty in the response
of the AMOC to the GHG increase, most models predict a
weakening of the AMOC in the A1B scenario [Schmittner et
al., 2005]. In line with uncertainties of AMOC prediction,

AOGCMs show large differences in North Atlantic spatial
sea level rise [Gregory et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2009].
[5] The decomposition of spatial sea level rise into

thermosteric and halosteric contributions gives further
insights on the mechanisms involved. Wang et al. [2009]
analyse observed changes in potential density in the upper
700m and link them to recent AMOC change. However, due
to the sparseness of observations their analysis is limited to
the upper ocean for a few decades. In an AOGCM Landerer
et al. [2007] analyse the response in the A1B stabilization
experiment and show a close link between steric sea level
changes and the North Atlantic gyre circulation. Since their
analysis is limited to the A1B scenario, the spatial sea level
change representing only a single scenario for AMOC
response is assessed. Yin et al. [2009] analyze dynamic
and steric sea level rise in the A2, A1B and B1 scenario and
a water hosing run focusing on the AOGCM GFDL CM2.1.
They find dynamic sea level rise to be relatively scenario
independent in the 21st century. Nevertheless, their analysis
is limited to the 21st century thereby excluding effects of
longer delay.
[6] In this paper we use the AOGCMEGMAM [Huebener

et al., 2007] to analyse North Atlantic spatial sea level rise
and its connection to the AMOC. In contrast to previous
studies we focus on the comparison of response in the A1B
and B1 scenario. Furthermore, analysis is extended to the
22nd century assuming stabilization of GHG concentration
in 2100.

2. Model Description and Experimental Design

[7] The experiments presented in this study were
performed with the fully coupled ocean-troposphere-
stratosphere-GCM ECHO-G [Legutke and Voss, 1999] with
Middle Atmosphere Model (EGMAM) [Huebener et al.,
2007]. ECHO-G was applied in a number of climate studies
[Huebener et al., 2007; Min et al., 2006, 2005]. It is
included in the multi-model-ensembles of the IPCC-AR4
[Meehl et al., 2007]. The atmospheric part of EGMAM
contains 39 vertical levels reaching up into the mesosphere
(0.01hPa). Gravity wave drag parameterization by Manzini
and McFarlane [1998] is employed. The ocean model is the
HOPE-G [Legutke and Voss, 1999]. EGMAM has an equi-
librium climate sensitivity of 2.1K and a transient climate
response of 1.5K.
[8] Three 20th century simulations starting from different

initial conditions from a 600 year preindustrial control
simulation are performed, forced by time-evolving changes
of GHGs of the 20th century and the IPCC SRES scenarios
A1B and B1 [Nakicenovic et al., 2000] from 2000 to 2100.
Natural forcing (e.g., solar variability or volcanoes) as well
as aerosols and ozone are unchanged. Three stabilization
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experiments of 100 years each are performed: one with
GHG-concentrations held constant at year 2000 following
the 20th century simulation (COMMIT) and two SRES
(A1B and B1) scenarios with concentrations held constant
at year 2100 values. These stabilization experiments are
used to analyze the delayed response of the climate system
[Meehl et al., 2005, 2006, 2007]. To study the role of the
initial state three/two realizations of the A1B/B1 stabiliza-
tion experiment have been calculated.

3. Results

[9] During the scenario period as well as during stabili-
zation mean sea level rise in the North Atlantic is above
global mean in the A1B scenario and below it in the B1
scenario (Figure 1). Since the AMOC remains stronger
during the B1 scenario (see below), this difference is in
line with the concept that sea level rise in the North Atlantic
will be stronger due to a slow down of the AMOC
[Levermann et al., 2005]. In agreement with Yin et al.
[2009] the patterns for both scenarios reveal a tongue of
reduced sea level rise extending from the Gulf of Mexico
north-easterly towards about 20� W (Figure 1). As another
indication for a stronger circulation change, the difference in
sea level rise between this tongue and the surrounding is
higher in the A1B than in the B1 scenario. However, for
both periods the patterns for A1B and B1 generally agree in

terms of regional characteristics. The differences in these
characteristics are stronger between the scenario and stabi-
lization period than between scenarios indicating a very
similar pattern of circulation change. Furthermore, the
differences between A1B and B1 for the scenario period
(Figure 1) reflect the differences in AMOC response, which
are only realized in the 20 years considered here (see below,
Figure 3). Therefore, decomposition of steric sea level rise
in thermosteric and halosteric contributions will focus on
the A1B scenario.
[10] To separate the signal into a thermosteric and halos-

teric part, the steric sea level rise is calculated using either
constant salinity or constant potential temperature (present-
day climatology). In this approach the equation of state is
linearized, because deviations are about two orders smaller
than the effects themselves [cf. Landerer et al., 2007].
[11] The North Atlantic zonally averaged thermosteric

effect (Figure 2) in the northern hemisphere is positive for
all latitudes. While the rate of thermosteric change is almost
steady in the subtropics, temporal as well as meridional
characteristics are heterogeneous in the subpolar and polar
regions. North of about 45� N freshening leads to a positive
halosteric contribution to sea level change (Figure 2) that is
enhanced in the Arctic due to melting of sea ice. In the
subtropics the halosteric contribution is negative reflecting a
circulation change as well as the enhanced hydrological
cycle. The rate of reduction in this region increases with

Figure 1. Steric sea level change minus global mean [m] and boxes used for density gradient. (top) A1B (left, 2080–2099
minus 1980–1999, global mean change 23 cm; right, 2180-2199-2080-2099, global mean change 27 cm). (bottom) Same
as Figure 1 (top) but for B1 (left, global mean change 19 cm; right, global mean change 19 cm).
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time indicating a delayed response. In summary, the tongue
of lower sea level rise can be explained by a counteracting
of thermosteric and halosteric effects south of about 45� N.
[12] The maximum AMOC is 10.9 Sv for present-day

(1980–1999) (Figure 3), which is slightly lower than the
range of observations 18 (±3–5) [Talley et al., 2003] but in
the range of other models [Meehl et al., 2007]. The spread
between the realizations is about 2 Sv. Note that the small
negative trend in the AMOC during the 20th century is
GHG induced as indicated by no trend in the control
simulation for the respective periods (not shown). AMOC
is reduced by 29%/24% at the end of the 21st century
(2080–2099) according to the A1B/B1scenario. This re-
duction in the A1B scenario is slightly stronger than multi-
model estimates [Schmittner et al., 2005]. This small
difference between A1B and B1 response is realized in
the last 20 years of the 21st century. It is, however, less than
two standard deviations. In contrast to Meehl et al. [2006]
AMOC does not show a recovery in the first century after
stabilization of GHG concentrations. At the end of the 22nd
century (2180–2199) it is further reduced by 32%/13% to
5.2Sv/7.1Sv after the A1B/B1 scenario. At this time the
AMOC differs significantly between the A1B and B1
stabilization as indicated by the spatial sea level change.
Further development of the AMOC cannot be assessed due
to the relatively short stabilization period simulated. How-
ever, in line with results from idealized experiments
[Manabe and Stouffer, 1993] the temporal development of
the 20th century stabilization experiment (COMMIT) indi-
cates that AMOC will stabilize or recover, when stabilizing
on comparably low level of GHG concentrations.
[13] As in the work by Wang et al. [2009] we subtract

two regional means to analyse the meridional density
gradient. Herein, the density gradient is defined as the
difference of the regional means of the density weighted
ocean layer from 112.5 m to 1200 m depth in the regions
24� W to 45� W and 44� N to 54� N and 24� W to 45� W
and 34� N to 44� N (see Figure 1). In contrast to Wang et al.
[2009] the analysis is not limited to the upper ocean.
Therefore, the layer between 112.5 and 1200 m is chosen,
because it reflects the relevant density gradients for the

AMOC in the model. Note, that ocean layers above the top
layer would introduce more noise to the time series without
containing relevant trends. Ocean layers below this box
rather reflect changes in the circulation of Antarctic Bottom
Water and are one order smaller than changes in the medium
layer. By choosing the central North Atlantic for regional
means, the meridional density gradient represents best the
spatial characteristics shown in Figure 1. As in the work by
Wang et al. [2009] the density gradient is calculated under
three different assumptions: varying salinity and tempera-
ture; varying temperature but constant salinity; varying
salinity but constant temperature (Figure 4). Until 2000
the density gradient and the individual effects do not show a
significant trend. In the 21st century the thermal effect will
increase the density gradient and therefore strengthen the
AMOC. On the other hand, the saline contribution decreases
the meridional density gradient and therefore weakens the
AMOC. Since both contributions are of the same size

Figure 2. Time evolution of North Atlantic zonal mean (left) thermosteric and (right) halosteric contributions to sea level
rise relative to 1980–1999 [m]. Black contour line indicates zero-change.

Figure 3. Maximum North Atlantic Overturning; thin
lines individual realization; black ensemble mean of
3 historic simulations; light grey COMMIT; medium grey
ensemble mean of 2 B1 simulations; dark grey ensembles
mean of 3 A1B simulations; COMMIT and ensemble means
lowpass filtered.
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during the 21st century the density gradient does not show a
trend. In the 22nd century the density gradient decreases for
both scenarios and differs significantly between A1B and
B1 at 2200. While the thermosteric contribution further
increases the density gradient, the halosteric effect becomes
dominant resulting in a decreasing density gradient. Both
effects are stronger in the A1B than in the B1 stabilization
period. Since the differences between the scenarios are
larger for the halosteric contribution, the density gradient
is significantly reduced for the A1B stabilization period.
Because the density gradient affects the AMOC, the AMOC
weakens, although GHG concentrations are stabilized.

4. Discussion

[14] The fully coupled ocean-troposphere-stratosphere-
GCM EGMAM is employed to analyze steric sea level
change in the North Atlantic and its connection to the
AMOC in climate change scenarios and stabilization there-
after. In contrast to Meehl et al. [2005] but in agreement
with some other AOGCMs for example IPSL-CM4 [e.g.,
Schmittner et al., 2005] the AMOC does not show a
recovery in EGMAM in the stabilization period. Moreover,
the differences between the scenarios are only significant
during the stabilization period resulting from at least century
scale adjustment processes.
[15] The stronger North Atlantic sea level change of the

A1B scenario and stabilization period displays the larger
response of the AMOC compared to B1. In line with the
stronger circulation change a tongue of lower sea level rise
extending north eastwards towards central North Atlantic is
more prominent in A1B. These results are in line with
Levermann et al. [2005], who used an Earth system model
of intermediate complexity. However, in contrast to
Levermann et al. [2005] wind stress induced sea level change
is included in our simulations. In addition, we employed
GHG scenarios leading to weakening of the AMOC instead
of applying negative salt fluxes. Therefore, decomposition
of thermosteric and halosteric contributions is possible.

[16] As shown by Antonov et al. [2002], salinity does
play a prominent role when analyzing regional sea level
change. Decomposition reveals the dominance of the saline
contribution once the AMOC has weakened. While the
simulated thermosteric sea level change increases the merid-
ional density gradient and thus strengthens the AMOC, the
halosteric effect counteracts the thermosteric effect in the
subtropics and exceeds the thermosteric effect in the 22nd
century, thereby reducing the meridional density gradient.
This favors weakening of the AMOC. The effect is more
prominent in the A1B scenario reflecting the reduced
meridional salinity transport from the subtropics to the
subpolar and polar regions with a weaker AMOC. The
meridional heat and freshwater transports by the oceanic
circulation lead to changes in temperature and salinity and
are about one magnitude larger than heat and freshwater
fluxes at the surface.
[17] Instead of analyzing the pattern of only one scenario

as in the work by Landerer et al. [2007] we show here that
the difference between two scenarios also gives valuable
information on the connection between regional sea level
change and the AMOC. Moreover, this study points out that
due to long adjustment processes and large internal vari-
ability stabilization is useful to detect significant differences
between the scenarios. In order to explain model differences
in sea level change [Gregory et al., 2001] the fingerprint of
AMOC change in spatial sea level seems to hold potential
for further understanding.
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ABSTRACT 

Climate change impacts on the potential vegetation (biomes) are compared for an ambitious emissions-reduction sce-
nario (E1) and a medium-high emissions scenario with no mitigation policy (A1B). The E1 scenario aims at limiting 
global mean warming to 2˚C or less above pre-industrial temperatures and is closely related to the RCP2.6 sued in the 
CMIP5. A multi-model ensemble of ten state-of-the-art coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (GCMs) 
is analyzed. A simple biome model is used to assess the response of potential vegetation to the different forcing in the 
two scenarios. Changes in biomes in response to the simulated climate change are less pronounced in E1 than in the 
A1B scenario. Most biomes shift polewards, with biomes adapted to colder climates being replaced by biomes adapted 
to warmer climates. In some regions cold biomes (e.g. Tundra, Taiga) nearly disappear in the A1B scenario but are also 
significantly reduced under the E1 scenario. 
 
Keywords: Climate Change; Mitigation Scenario; Potential Vegetation 

1. Introduction 

The new socio-economic scenarios used in the fifth as- 
sessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli- 
mate Change (IPCC), the “Representative Concentration 
Pathway” (RCP)-Scenarios [1] now include explicit miti- 
gation policies. Thus, for the preparation of adaptation 
actions, an assessment of anticipated changes under strong 
mitigation scenarios compared to scenarios without miti- 
gation is necessary. 

In the EU-funded project ENSEMBLES [2] a mitiga- 
tion scenario was developed that aims at keeping the 
2˚-target: the E1 scenario [3]. E1 starts from an emission 
path corresponding to the “Special Report on Emission 
Scenarios” (SRES) A1B scenario, projecting greenhouse 
gas (GHG) concentrations to stabilize at 450 ppmv CO2- 
equivalent (CO2-e) in the 22nd century after an overshoot 
to 530 ppmv in the mid 21st century ([3,4]). 

Current aerosol trends indicate that the increasing 
aerosol levels in the SRES A1B scenario are overesti- 
mated (e.g. [5,6]). The E1 scenario generates a lower 
aerosol loading than A1B. This leads to a stronger tem- 
perature increase in the E1 scenario compared to the 
SRES A1B scenario in the first half of the 21st century, 

despite the reduced greenhouse gas forcing. [4] highlights 
a non-linear precipitation versus temperature response in 
some models, possibly related to the balance of surface 
net radiation induced by the aerosol forcing. Thus, the 
global mean precipitation increase per degree warming is 
stronger in the E1 scenario than in the A1B scenario. 
This effect was already noted in the comparison between 
the A1B and the “Commit” experiment of the CMIP3 
simulations [7] but it is even stronger in E1 compared 
with A1B [4]. [8] underscores the stronger precipitation 
response per degree warming in the regional analyses in 
the E1 scenario compared to the A1B scenario. 

Simulations using the A1B and E1 scenarios are ana- 
lyzed. Model descriptions for the contributing coupled 
atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (GCMs) 
and global mean results for temperature, precipitation 
and carbon cycle fluxes are given in [4]. An analysis of 
regional precipitation, cloud cover and evapotranspira- 
tion is given in [8]. Sea ice and sea level changes are as- 
sessed in [9]. 

The terrestrial biosphere is especially vulnerable to cli- 
matic changes [10]. Since anthropogenic land-use change 
is expected to have the largest effect [11] it is explicitly 
used as an anthropogenic driver in both of the scenarios 
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analyzed here. Continental scale shifts of biomes, i.e. 
major regional ecosystems consisting of typical plants, 
are projected for a future climate in response to regional 
temperature and water availability changes (e.g. [10,12, 
13]). Since biomes depend on distinct hydrological and 
thermal thresholds, their response to climate change is 
not a simple linear shift in response to changes in tem- 
perature and/or precipitation. Moreover, there are biomes 
that are more sensitive to temperature changes and other 
biomes that respond to hydrological changes such as wa- 
ter stress ([11,14]). By analyzing biome shifts simulated 
in the E1 and the SRES A1B scenarios, we examine 
whether exceeding these specific thresholds may be 
avoided by aggressive mitigation measures. Here, we use 
offline biome calculations to analyze the complete set of 
available simulations.  

We focus on the changes in biomes derived from the 
climatological monthly means of temperature, precipita- 
tion and cloud cover employing the BIOME1 model [15]. 
The models, data, and methods are described in Section 2. 
Biome results for the 26 Giorgi-regions form Section 3. 
In Section 4 the results are summarized and discussed. 

2. Data and Methods 

The models contributing to this study are given in Table 
1 (see [4] for further details). Simulations for the histori- 
cal time period 1860-2100 use observed GHG-forcings 
until the year 2000 (i.e. most simulations exclude solar 
and volcanic variations) and two future scenarios for the 
time period 2001-2100: The SRES A1B scenario, which 
does not include an explicit climate mitigation policy and 

the mitigation scenario E1 which aims at keeping the 2˚- 
target. 

For some, but not all, of the contributing models sev- 
eral simulations were performed, using different initial 
conditions. In these cases, the simulation results were 
averaged over all simulations, thus weighting each model 
equally in the multi-model ensemble analysis. 

In accordance with previous analyses (e.g. [8,16,17]) 
we use the so-called “Giorgi-regions” [18] and consider 
changes over land areas only. Figure 1 shows the Giorgi- 
regions and Table 2 gives the abbreviations used in the  
 
Table 1. Contributing models, research institutes and ref-
erences. 

Model name Institution Ref. 

HadGEM2-AO Met-Office, UK 
Johns et al. (2006),  
Collins et al. (2008)  

HadCM3C Met-Office, UK 
Gordon et al. (2000);  
Pope et al. (2000);  
Cox et al. (2000) 

IPSL-CM4 IPSL, France Marti et al. (2010) 

IPSL-CM4-LOOP IPSL, France Cadule et al. (2009) 

ECHAM5-C MPI-M, Germany 
Roeckner et al. (2006);  
Marsland et al. (2003) 

EGMAM+ FUB, Germany Huebener et al. (2007) 

INGVCE CMCC, Italy 
Fogli et al. (2009);  
Vichi et al. (2011) 

CNRM-CM3.3 CNRM, France Salas-Mélia et al. (2005)

BCM2 BCCR, Norway Furevik et al. (2003) 

BCM-C BCCR, Norway Tjiputra et al. (2010) 
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Figure 1. Giorgi-regions: outlines and abbreviations. 
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Table 2. Giorgi-regions: Abbreviations, region names and geographic borders. 

Region abbreviation Region name West East South North 

NEU Northern Europe −10.5 27.5 47.0 70.0 

MED Mediterranean Basin −10.5 37.5 30.0 47.0 

NEE North-Eastern Europe 27.5 60.5 47.0 70.0 

NAS North Asia 60.5 180.5 47.0 70.0 

CAS Central Asia 37.5 80.5 30.0 47.0 

TIB Tibet 80.5 104.5 30.0 47.0 

EAS East Asia 104.5 140.5 20.0 47.0 

SAS South Asia 65.5 104.5 5.0 30.0 

SEA Southeast Asia 100.5 150.5 −10.0 20.0 

NAU North Australia 109.5 155.5 −28.0 −10.0 

SAU South Australia 109.5 155.5 −45.0 −28.0 

SAH Sahara −20.5 65.5 18.0 30.0 

WAF Western Africa −20.5 20.5 0.0 18.0 

EAF Eastern Africa 20.5 52.5 0.0 18.0 

EQF Equatorial Africa 28.5 43.5 −8.0 4.0 

SQF Southern Equatorial Africa 0.5 55.5 −26.0 0.0 

SAF Southern Africa 10.0 40.5 −35.0 −26.0 

ALA Alaska −179.5 −103.5 50.0 87.0 

GRL Greenland −103.5 −12.5 50.0 87.0 

WNA Western North America −129.5 −103.5 30.0 50.0 

CNA Central North America −103.5 −85.5 30.0 50.0 

ENA Eastern North America −85.5 −60.5 25.0 50.0 

CAM Central America −120.5 −83.5 12.0 30.0 

AMZ Amazon Basin −85.5 −34.5 −20.0 10.0 

CSA Central South America −78.5 −34.5 −40.0 −20.0 

SSA Southern South America −78.5 −34.5 −56.0 −40.0 

 
following of this paper, the region full names and the 
geographic borders. We analyze the changes in the bi- 
omes distributions between the two periods 2080-2099 
and 1980-1999, as used in [4]. 

For the analysis of the biomes, all model data were in- 
terpolated onto a common 2.5˚ × 2.5˚ latitude-longitude- 
grid for further analysis. We focus on the monthly mean 
changes over two 20 year periods (1980-1999 and 2080- 
2099) in temperature, precipitation and cloud cover as 
simulated by the models and the resulting impact on bi- 
ome distributions. Interannual variability, even though 
important, is not analysed here. 

Biomes current distributions and their projected 
changes are calculated using the BIOME1 model [15]. 

While newer versions of the model such as BIOME4 [19] 
include more than 25 biomes, we use BIOME1 with 17 
biomes to assess the most prominent wide-spread chan- 
ges. Using a limited number of biomes has the advantage 
of restricting the analyses to the most prominent biomes 
and avoiding an overinterpretation of the results in the 
light of the bandwidth of the simulated climate changes, 
particularly for precipitation and cloud cover. 

To assess the models performance observed data are 
used to calculate biomes and the results are compared to 
the results obtained from the individual models (not 
shown) and for the ensemble mean for 1980-1999. To 
derive a biome map from observations, temperature data 
from the CRUTS2.1 dataset [20], precipitation data of 
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the Global Precipitation Climatology Project [21] and the 
cloud cover data set of the International Satellite Cloud 
Climatology Project are interpolated to a 2.5˚ × 2.5˚ grid. 
Additionally, biomes are also calculated from the Na- 
tional Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Re- 
Analyses to assess the different biome distribution from 
using different observational data sets. The resulting pre- 
sent-day biome maps are compared to those calculated 
from the modeled present-day climate data to evaluate 
the model performance. 

To assess the projected changes of the biomes we ap- 
ply the delta-change method, which has previously been 
employed for the analysis for projected changes of the 
Köppen-Trewartha climate classification maps ([22,23]). 
For this approach the climate signals of temperature, pre- 
cipitation and cloud cover (2080-2099 minus 1980-1999) 
from each model are calculated, as well as the ensemble 
mean signals. To derive the 2080-2099 biome maps, the 
change from each model is added to the observed 1980- 
1999 climatology. The delta-change method may pro- 
duce negative precipitation or a cloud cover greater than 
100%. These cases that make no physical sense are ex- 
cluded. 

3. Regional Change in Biomes 

Biomes, or potential vegetation, do not necessarily rep- 
resent the existing vegetation, particularly in regions 
where natural vegetation has been replaced by crops. 
Furthermore, changes in potential vegetation do not in- 
clude direct anthropogenic disturbance (i.e. deforestation 
for cropland or pasture). In regions EAS and CNA, more 
than half of the area is used for crops and pasture. This 
fraction is between 33% and 50% in the regions NEU, 
NEE, SAS, SAF, CAM, and CSA, while in TIB, NAU, 
EAF and ALA the respective fraction is <10%, and in 
SAH and GRL <5% (percentages taken from the crop- 
land and pasture fraction per grid cell land-use data in 
ENSEMBLES project, cf. [4]). However, for some natu- 
ral ecosystems, such as large parts of the African rain- 
forests or the Siberian tundra, potential vegetation is a 
reasonable approximation of current actual vegetation. 
Additionally, changes in climate might make some re- 
gions unsuitable for current land use, even under anthro- 
pogenic cultivation. This section aims to provide an in- 
sight into natural vegetation dynamics as driven by cli- 
mate change, but will also briefly address the fraction of 
land used as either crop land or pasture versus natural 
vegetation. 

To evaluate the agreement between the biome maps 
generated using observed and modelled climate data, we 
use kappa statistics [24] including their subjective scale 
for agreement from “No” to “Perfect” (Table 3). Since 
the degree of freedom varies for the different regions  

Table 3. Scale for spatial agreement based on kappa statis-
tics. 

Kappa values 
Degree of  
Agreement 

Kappa values 
Degree of  
agreement 

<0.05 No 0.55 - 0.70 Good 

0.05 - 0.20 Very poor 0.70 - 0.85 Very good 

0.20 - 0.40 Poor 0.85 - 0.99 Excellent 

0.40 - 0.55 Fair 0.99 - 1.00 Perfect 

 
owing to the different numbers of grid boxes per Giorgi- 
region, kappa values estimate the significance of the dif- 
ference for a given region only. Therefore, comparing 
kappa values calculated for regions with different sizes 
should be avoided. Kappa statistics are also used to as- 
sess the difference between the maps for the last two 
decades of the 21st century and the last two decades of 
the 20th century for the two scenarios. 

Figure 2 shows the calculated biomes for present-day 
climate for two different observational data-sets and the 
ensemble mean of the contributing models. The biomes 
calculated from the ensemble mean simulations shows in 
most regions biomes in the range of the biomes calcu- 
lated from the two observational data-sets. In the follow- 
ing we will refer to the biome distribution calculated 
from CRU and ISCCP data (Figure 2(a)) as “observed” 
biome patterns. 

The main characteristics of the spatial patterns of the 
present-day biomes are represented well using the en- 
semble mean climate (Figure 2(c)). The kappa values for 
the global maps, when compared to the map displayed in 
Figure 2(a), vary between 0.49 and 0.60 for the different 
models. The Kappa value is highest for the ensemble 
mean biome map (0.65). It should be noted that the bi- 
ome of a grid box generated using the ensemble mean 
climate data is not necessarily the same as the “mean” 
biome from the individual models. 

In some regions the ensemble mean does not depict the 
observed patterns. For example, in South America all 
models tend to simulate savannah instead of tropical rain 
or tropical seasonal forests. The savannah area is largest 
in BCM-C and smallest in IPSL-CM4, which instead 
overestimates the extent of xerophytic woods. The larg- 
est extent of tropical forests for AMZ is simulated by 
HADGEM2-AO (largest extent of tropical rainforest) 
and INGV-CE (largest extent of tropical seasonal forest). 
Furthermore, in most models the extension of hot desert 
in CAS is overestimated combined with an underesti- 
mated extent of warm grassland. The largest extent of hot 
desert is found in ECHAM5C. EGMAM+ and HADG- 
EM2-AO agree best with the observed patterns of hot 
desert and warm grassland (without figures). Globally 
averaged the ensemble mean ates the dry sub-  overestim      
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Figure 2. Calculated biomes using (a) observed 1980-1999 CRU (T), GPCP (P), and ISCCP (cloud cover) data, (b) NCEP 
Re-Analyses and (c) simulated ensemble mean data for 1980-1999. Biomes abbreviations: TrRaF = Tropical Rain Forest, 
TrSeF = Tropical Seasonal Forest, Sava = Savannah, WaMiF = Warm Mixed Forest, TeDeF = Temperate Deciduous Forest, 
CoMiF = Cool Mixed Forest, CoCnF = Cool Conifer Forest, Taiga = Taiga, ClMiF = Cold Mixed Forest, ClDeF = Cold De-
ciduous Forest, XeWo = Xerophytic Woods/Shrub, WaGr = Warm Grass/Shrub, CoGr = Cool Grass/Shrub, Tund. = Tundra, 
HoDe = Hot Desert, CoDe = Cool Desert, PoDe = Polar Desert/Ice. 
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tropical biomes hot desert, xerophytic woods and savan- 
nah and underestimates the extent of tropical forests. Lar- 
gest ensemble spread is evident for hot desert and sa- 
vannah, but also for taiga and tundra, for which the glob- 
ally averaged ensemble mean is fairly close to observa-
tions (Figure 3). 

Owing to the warming in the 21st century in both sce- 
narios we find a poleward shift of the dominating biomes, 
leading to a retreat of northern hemispheric taiga and 
tundra in all models. Because of the drying in the sub- 
tropical land areas the extent of savannah, warm grass-
land and hot desert increases (without figures). 

The changes in potential vegetation are analysed in 
detail using 24 Giorgi-regions (Figure 4). The regions 
SAH and SEA are excluded since the biomes there dis- 
play only one type (SAH: hot desert, SEA: tropical rain 
forest) and no significant changes are simulated in either 
scenario. In the tropical regions consistent with the dif- 
ferences in the precipitation projections the models re- 
veal large differences in biome projections. 

In South Asia (SAS) there is a tendency for an in- 
crease of savannah replacing forest types. In Southern 
Equatorial Africa (SQF) and Western Africa (WAF) only 
small changes are simulated. Note that in these regions 
anthropogenic land use increases by more than ten per- 

cent of the area in the E1 scenario prescribed land use. In 
the Amazonas Basin (AMZ) the extent of tropical rain- 
forests decreases from about 49% to about 38% in the 
SRES A1B scenario and to 44% in the E1 scenario. 
However, the differences between the models are large, 
consistent with the differences in precipitation, cloud 
cover and evapotranspiration in this region, as shown by 
[8]. For AMZ simulated biome changes range from very 
small (Kappa = 0.88 derived from the CNRM-CM3 
model) to quite large (strongest decrease in tropical for- 
est to about 11% - 16% of the total land area derived 
from HADGEM2-AO and HADCM3C). Rainforests are 
replaced by savannah, as a result of drying in this region. 

In the northern hemispheric subtropics biome changes 
are relatively small (Figure 4). In the Mediterranean Ba- 
sin (MED) temperate deciduous forests are replaced 
mainly by warm mixed forest and warm grassland. The 
latter effect is stronger in the SRES A1B scenario com- 
pared to E1 due to the stronger drying in this scenario. In 
Central America (CAM) the models agree that the domi- 
nant present-day biome xerophytic woods is diminished 
(in E1 significantly less than in A1B), but they disagree 
on whether it is replaced by warm grassland or savanna. 
In Central Asia (CAS) the models simulate an expansion 
of hot desert only in A1B. In the southern hemispheric 
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Figure 3. Global mean biome distribution, calculated from the “observed” climate (cf. Figure 5(a)) and from simulated cli-
mate by all models. Boxes: 25% - 75%, whiskers: min and max, horizontal line: mean of all simulated biome changes, trian-
gle: biome change calculated from ensemble mean climate change. Asterisks: “observed” biome distribution. 
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Figure 4. 2080-2099 biome distribution for Giorgi-regions for scenarios A1B (black) and E1 (blue), Boxes: 25% - 75%, 
whiskers: min and max, horizontal line: mean of all simulated biome changes, triangle: biome change calculated from en-
semble mean climate change, cross: outlier (deviation > 2σ). Red asterisks: “observed” biome distribution. Note the differing 

-axis for different regions. y 
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subtropics an increase in drier climate biomes is pro- 
jected in both scenarios. In Australia, consistent with the 
precipitation decrease [8], hot desert replaces warm 
grassland and xerophytic woods. This projected deserti- 
fication is stronger in the A1B scenario than in the E1 
scenario, even though the spread between the models is 
large (>30% for hot desert in North Australia, NAU, in 
A1B). In Southern Africa (SAF) the area of warm mixed 
forests decreases in all models in both scenarios, but is 
replaced by warm grassland in some models and by hot 
deserts in others. 

In the mid-latitudes biomes with a higher cold toler- 
ance are replaced by biomes that require longer growing 
periods (Figure 4). In both scenarios most models show 
an increased extent of warm mixed forests (ENA, EAS, 
CNA, NEU and SSA) and in some regions temperate 
deciduous forests (CNA, WNA, NEU) by the end of the 
21st century. On the other hand, the extent of taiga (ENA, 
WNA, NEU) and cold coniferous forests (ENA, CNA, 
EAS) decreases according to most models. In Northern 
Europe (NEU) tundra disappears in all models by the end 
of the 21st century. In (WNA) taiga and cool mixed forest 
disappear in both scenarios. In addition, cold coniferous 
forests disappear in the SRES A1B scenario, while in the 
E1 scenario some remain. Considerably lower changes in 
biomes in E1 compared to A1B are evident in the 
mid-latitudes. For example, in WNA, the first quartile of 
the simulated fraction of warm and cold grasslands is 
higher than the third quartile in the E1 scenario under the 
A1B scenario. This is consistent with the stronger sum- 
mer drying in this area in the SRES A1B scenario. 

As a result of temperature changes there is amplifica- 
tion of biome changes in polar and subpolar latitudes 
(Figure 4). Taiga and tundra are replaced by temperate 
deciduous forests, cold mixed forests and cold coniferous 
forests (NEE, NAS, GRL, ALA). Although the main 
features of biome changes in the two scenarios are simi- 
lar across these latitudes, the strength of biome changes 
differs significantly. 

In Tibet (TIB) the area of tundra and cold deserts de- 
creases in both scenarios, while the area of cold decidu- 
ous forest and warm grassland increases. Despite of the 
large inter-model spread the 25th and the 75th percentiles 
of changes in tundra and warm grassland for the two 
scenarios do not overlap. 

4. Summary and Conclusions 

We have assessed the difference in resulting biome shifts 
for different regions of the world when following an am- 
bitious mitigation scenario (E1) as compared with a 
baseline scenario (SRES A1B) using multi-model results 
from 10 state-of-the-art coupled atmosphere-ocean gen- 
eral circulation models (GCMs). 

Resulting biome changes in the mid-latitudes and 
sub-polar regions are larger than those in the tropics and 
subtropics. In the mid-latitudes and sub-polar regions, 
biomes with less freezing resistance and a higher demand 
for growing degree days replace the current vegetation 
consistent with previous studies (e.g. [19]). In the sub- 
tropics and tropics biome changes reflect precipitation 
decrease over land confirming previous results (e.g. [13, 
25]). Considerable uncertainty in the likelihood of die-
back of the Amazonian rainforest due to climate change 
and vegetation feedbacks remains [26]. The particularly 
strong potential vegetation change for the Amazonas 
region in HadCM3C and HadGEM2-AO compared to the 
other analyzed GCMs is consistent with the simulated 
strong forcing response in these regions for precipitation 
and cloud cover as shown by [8]. 

In 13 of the 26 regions, namely NEU, MED, NEE, 
NAS, CAS, TIB, EAS, SAU, ALA, GRL, WNA, CSA 
and SSA, differences at least for some of the projected 
biomes changes are much smaller in the E1 scenario than 
in the A1B scenarios. Thus, in these regions strong miti- 
gation actions could significantly reduce changes in 
growing conditions when compared with a non-mitiga- 
tion scenario. On the other hand, even under the E1 sce- 
nario, considerable changes in the biome distribution are 
projected in some regions, particularly in biomes tundra, 
taiga and cold grassland (e.g. Regions NAS, TIB, EAS, 
ALA, GRL) but also in the form of shifts from Cold 
Mixed Forest to Temperate Deciduous Forest and from 
this to Warm Mixed Forest (e.g. NEU, EAS, CNA, CSA). 
These regions seem to be particularly sensitive to climate 
change impacts on growing conditions and might suffer 
adverse impacts even under strong climate change miti- 
gation action, indicating the need for adaptation meas- 
ures. 

While the vegetation patterns presented here are not 
the existing vegetation in large parts of the world but the 
potential vegetation calculated from climatic conditions, 
they nevertheless provide important insights into grow- 
ing conditions in different parts of the world under pre- 
sent day conditions and under the two future scenarios 
considered. Instead of using the most sophisticated 
available biome models, we use a simple model to ac- 
count for the coarse resolution of our data and to restrict 
the analysis to a limited number of biomes and dominant 
changes between them. Furthermore we did not use the 
vegetation patterns simulated by the embedded terrestrial 
carbon cycle components of some of the models but cal-
culated biomes forced by all the models’ physical output. 
The advantage is that we can provide a multi model 
analysis of 10 state-of-the-art global climate models and 
the response of terrestrial biomes to the climate change 
signals simulated by them for the two scenarios. Thus, 
we provide a consistent overview of potential vegetation 
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response to an ambitious mitigation scenario (E1) com- 
pared to a baseline scenario (A1B). Further research 
should focus on the regions with the largest sensitivity to 
climate change with respect to growing conditions. In 
these regions, both natural vegetation and anthropogenic 
land-use should be reviewed as to their resilience under 
projected climate change for different forcing scenarios. 
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